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ABSTRACT

Vegetable oils are important commodities as human foods, animal feeds, renewable
industrial feedstocks, and biofuels. Understanding how plant lipids are made will
facilitate greatly the effort to increase seed oil content and production. Many
biochemical and regulation events are involved in seed oil formation, including
phospholipid metabolism and transcriptional regulation. In this thesis, I investigated 1)
the role of aminoalcoholphosphotransferases (AAPTs) in phospholipid synthesis and
plant development, 2) the effects of AAPTs on seed storage lipid production in
Arabidopsis and the emerging oil crop Camelina, and 3) the interaction of the lipid
mediator phosphatidic acid (PA) with GLABRA2 (GL2), a transcription factor that is
a negative regulator in seed oil production. AAPTs are the enzymes catalyzing the last
step of the Kennedy pathway to produce phosphatidylcholine (PC) and
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE). The Arabidopsis genome contains two AAPTs that I
found are indispensable for plant reproduction and vegetative growth, based on the
embryonic lethality phenotype of aapt1 aapt2 double knockout (KO) mutant and the
retarded growth in AAPT RNA interference (RNAi) plants. Surprisingly, no change in
PC level was observed in any of the mutant lines, while PE level decreased drastically
in aapt1 KO, aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2 and AAPT RNAi lines. The non-Kennedy
pathway phospholipids, phosphatidylinositol (PI) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG), also
showed mild decrease in AAPT RNAi plants. Detailed analysis revealed extensive lipid
species changes. The PC shifted towards 34 carbon (C34) species, while PE species
shifted towards C36. The possibility that C34 PC may be exported from chloroplast
was not supported by the fatty acid positional analysis. The direct conversion of PI to
PC by base-exchange mechanism was also not detected by the co-infiltration of PI and
choline in Arabidopsis leaves, but an indirect conversion through lysolipids was
suggested by the current results. Radiolabeling of PC and PE by infiltration of 3Hcholine and 3H-ethanolamine suggested AAPT1 has more CPT activity than AAPT2 in
leaves, while PC is the preferred product of both AAPTs in vivo. These results suggest
AAPTs play an important role in plant lipid production and growth, while additional

PC producing pathways exist to maintain a stable PC level that is crucial to plants. The
fatty acid analysis showed that AAPT mutant lines had decreased oil content and
increased long chain fatty acids, while AAPT seed specific overexpression (OE) lines
had increased oil content. I also studied the significance of the interaction between PA
and the homeodomain transcription factor GLABRA2 (GL2). I found GL2 interacts
with PA strongly and specifically. The PA interaction region was mapped to the
leucine-zipper region in the DNA-binding domain of GL2. The DNA-binding ability
of GL2 was impaired by the interaction with PA. A chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) assay identified possible GL2 targets, which were confirmed by gel mobility
shift assay. The seed specific RNAi of GL2 increased oil content, but the mucilage in
seed coat was not affected. These results suggest PA negatively regulates GL2, which
is a potential master regulator of phospholipids metabolism and oil production. Overall,
this work has improved our knowledge of phospholipid metabolism and its regulation
by GL2, which will help us in improving lipid/oil production in plants.
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Chapter 1. Background, goals and objectives
INTRODUCTION
Polar glycerolipids are the major component of biological membranes, which define
the boundary between cell and environment, as well as the intracellular compartments.
Structurally, glycerophospholipid (phospholipid, PL) is composed of two fatty acyl
chains attached to a glycerol backbone by ester bonds at the first two hydroxyl groups
(named sn-1 and sn-2 position), with a phosphate-containing head group attached to
the sn-3 position (Figure 1). Instead of a phosphate-containing head group, one or
several sugar residues can attach to the sn-3 position by glycosidic bond, which forms
glycolipids (GLs). The head groups (beside phosphate) can be choline, ethanolamine,
serine, glycerol or inositol in PLs, corresponding with phosphatidylcholine (PC),
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylglycerol (PG),
phosphatidylinositol (PI), respectively. GLs are named according to the type and
number of sugar residues in the head group, such as monogalactosyldiacylglycerol
(MGDG), digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGDG) and so forth. The head groups in
glycerolipids (PLs and GLs) are hydrophilic and the acyl-chains in the diacylglycerol
(DAG) moiety are hydrophobic, making glycerolipids amphiphilic molecules. Under
aqueous conditions, these amphiphilic lipids form various organized structures, such as
single layer micelle or lipid bilayer, which is the basic membrane structure of all cells
and organelles. However, the functions of phospholipids are not purely structural. They
also participate in various signal transduction pathways and storage lipids production
(Wang et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009; Testerink and Munnik, 2011; Okazaki and Saito,
2014; Singh et al., 2015).
Phospholipid metabolism
The phospholipid biosynthesis pathways have been extensively studied (Figure 2;
Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995; Carman and Henry, 2007; Li-Beisson et al., 2013). The
glycerol backbone comes from the glycolysis pathway, in the form of glycerol-3phosphate (G3P). The fatty-acyl chains are produced by the assembly of acetyl-CoA in
the de novo fatty acid biosynthesis pathway, which happens in the cytosol (yeast and
4

Figure 1. Phospholipids and phospholipases. A typical phospholipid has two acylchains and one phosphate-containing headgroup attached to the glycerol backbone.
Different phospholipases cut different bonds in phospholipids. Phospholipase A1
(PLA1) cuts the acyl chain on sn-1 position, phospholipase A2 (PLA2) cut the acyl chain
on sn-2 position, phospholipase C (PLC) cut the ester bond between the phosphate and
the glycerol, while phospholipase D (PLD) cut ester bond between the phosphate and
the head group. Adapted from Wang et al., 2006.
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Figure 2. Phospholipid metabolism pathways. Two major pathways exist in higher
organisms. PA is produced after two acylation steps of G3P. PA can be converted to its
activated form CDP-DAG, which acquires head groups (inositol, phosphoglycerol or
serine) to produce PI, PG(P) and PS. Alternatively, PA can be dephosphorylated to
produce DAG, which interacts with activated head groups (CDP-ethanolamine or CDPcholine) to produce PE and PC. The crosstalk between these two pathways exists, either
through decarboxylation of PS to produce PE or the base-exchange mechanism
between PS and PE or PC. In addition, PC can be produced from PE by three
methylation steps.
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mammals) or plastid (plants). Two acyl chains are esterified with glycerol-3-phosphate
(G3P) sequentially to produce phosphatidic acid (PA), which is the common precursor
of all glycerolipids. From this point, two major PL biosynthesis pathways have been
identified. The first is called the Kennedy pathway, in which PA is dephosphorylated
to form DAG. Then the activated head groups (CDP-Choline or CDP-ethanolamine)
are added to the sn-3 position to produce PC or PE, which are the major PLs in
eukaryotic membranes. Alternatively, PA can be activated by CTP to produce CDPDAG (thus named CDP-DAG pathway), which then acquires head groups such as
serine, G3P or inositol to produce PS, PGP (precursor of PG) or PI. PS can be converted
to PE by decarboxylation, which can then be methylated three times to produce PC
(Carman and Henry, 2007; Vance, 2013). In addition to the two major pathways, a
base-exchange pathway exists in animals and plants, which catalyzes the production of
PS from PC or PE (Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995; Manoharan et al., 2000; Vance, 2008).
PL biosynthesis pathways are different at various steps in different organisms.
For instance, yeasts use PS synthase (PSS) in the CDP-DAG pathway to produce PS,
which is turned into PE and PC, while mammalians do not have the enzyme for this
step. Instead, mammalians use exclusively the base-exchange type PS synthase (BEPSS) to produce PS from existing PE or PC (Vance, 1991; Figure 2). Interestingly,
certain plant species are reported to possess both enzyme activities (Delhaize et al.,
1999; Manoharan et al., 2000). Another important enzymatic difference between plants
and other eukaryotes is the lack of the enzyme for the first methylation step from PE to
PC. Instead, methylation of ethanolamine happens mainly at the phosphor-base level
(Keogh et al., 2009; Figure 3). These differences indicate plants are not able to produce
PC, the most abundant eukaryotic membrane lipid, through direct methylation of PE,
while the Kennedy pathway is likely to be responsible for the bulk of PC production in
plants. However, it is still possible to produce PC from PS through the reversible head
group exchange pathway in plants. Furthermore, plants have a unique plastid pathway
for PL and GL production, which produces different lipid species compared with those
from the common cytosolic pathway (Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995).
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Figure 3. Plant PC and PE production is different than other systems. Solid lines
represent common phospholipid metabolism steps, dash lines represent plant only steps,
double line represents the step that is missing in plants, forcing plants to rely on the
lower pathway for PC synthesis. This model was hypothesized previously and was the
basis of our AAPT study. An updated version of this model is shown in Figure 2-12.
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Beside biosynthesis, several classes of phospholipases are responsible for the
degradation of phospholipids (Figure 1), including phospholipase A (PLA),
phospholipase C (PLC) and phospholipase D (PLD), which are classified by the ester
bond they cut in phospholipids. PLAs cut the acyl chains from PLs, which produces
free fatty acids and lysoPLs. Two classes of PLCs exist, PI-PLC and nonspecific PLC
(NPC), depending on their substrate specificity. Both PLCs cut the glycerol-phosphate
ester bond in PLs to produce phosphate-containing head group and DAG. PLDs cut the
head group-phosphate ester bond to produce free head group and PA. The
phospholipases are not only lipid degrading enzymes, but they also participate in lipid
signaling pathways, especially through PA and DAG produced by PLD and PLC
(Wang et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009; Testerink and Munnik, 2011; Okazaki and Saito,
2014; Singh et al., 2015).
The Kennedy pathway and triacylglycerol (TAG) production
Compared with the CDP-DAG pathway, the Kennedy pathway (Figure 2) is more
straightforward in producing the major membrane PLs, PC and PE. However, the
dependence of lipid biosynthesis pathways is different among organisms. In yeasts,
disruption of the CDP-DAG pathway leads to choline auxotrophic phenotype, while
disruption of the Kennedy pathway does not affect yeast growth (Carman and Henry,
2007). In mammalians, most cells use predominantly the CDP-choline branch of the
Kennedy pathway to produce PC, while in liver the methylation pathway in the CDPDAG pathway can be very active (Kent and Carman, 1999; D’Souza et al., 2014). In
plants, the relative contribution of these two pathways in PL production is not clear yet.
However, the fact that plants cannot convert PE to PC directly by methylation suggests
that PC production in plants comes mainly from the Kennedy pathway, given that the
base-exchange pathway is not likely to play a major role (Bleijerveld et al., 2007;
Vance and Tasseva, 2013).
Besides its involvement in PE and PC production, the Kennedy pathway is also
considered to be responsible for the formation of triacylglycerol (TAG) (Figure 4), the
major form of storage lipids. After PA is dephosphorylated to produce DAG, instead
of acquiring a head group, a third acyl chain (from acyl-CoA) can be added to the sn-3
9

Figure 4. Plant TAG production. Oil from plants is highly unsaturated. The major polyunsaturation events happen on membrane lipids, especially PC. PC can donate the
polyunsaturated acyl-chain and acquire saturated acyl-chains in various ways, such as
head group exchange with DAG catalyzed by PDCT, digestion by PLD to produce PA,
the combination of PLA/LPCAT (acyl editing), or directly forming TAG with DAG
catalyzed by PDAT. (Chapman and Ohlrogge, 2012)
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position of DAG to produce TAG (Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995; Chapman and
Ohlrogge, 2012; Bates et al., 2013). In addition to the direct acylation, the third acyl
chain can be provided by PLs, such as PC. This reaction is catalyzed by
phospholipid:DAG acyltransferase (PDAT), which is thought to cooperate with DAG
acyltransferase (DGAT), the enzyme catalyzes the direct acylation of DAG, in plant
storage lipids accumulation (Zhang et al., 2009). Although DAG is the precursor of
TAG in both reactions, the DAG from de novo PL biosynthesis is rarely incorporated
into TAG directly in plants. Instead, a large portion of acyl chains in plant storage TAG
are polyunsaturated, which means they must undergo desaturation before entering TAG.
The further desaturation (besides the desaturation of 18:0 in fatty acid biosynthesis) of
fatty acyl chain happens mainly on membrane lipids, especially PC (Chapman and
Ohlrogge, 2012). After acyl chain desaturation, PC can be degraded by PLD or PLC
(NPC) to be converted back to PA and DAG, which can then be converted to TAG.
The acyl chains on PC can also be cleaved by PLA to produce lysoPC and free fatty
acid (FFA) (Figure 4). LysoPC can acquire another more saturated fatty acid to produce
PC. This process is called acyl editing. On the other hand, FFA can be converted to
acyl-CoA, which can be used by DGAT to produce TAG (Chapman and Ohlrogge,
2012).

Additionally,

a

head

group

exchange

enzyme

PC:

DAG

cholinephosphotransferase (PDCT) can switch the head group of PC (more unsaturated)
to DAG (more saturated) to produce new DAG (more unsaturated) and new PC (more
saturated), serving the purpose to channel more unsaturated FAs to TAG (Lu et al.,
2009). Recently, two novel acyl-editing activities were reported in Arabidopsis,
involving the production and re-acylation of glycerolphosphocholine (GPC), a further
degraded PC product (Lager et al., 2015). In summary, PC is a promising key
intermediate for TAG formation, in terms of providing both DAG moiety and
polyunsaturated FAs.
Plant seed oil production and engineering
Lipids are crucial commodities in every aspect of our life. Among the various lipids in
plants, oil, in the form of TAG, can be produced in abundance in seeds. In certain
species, such as oil palm, oil can be accumulated as high as 90% of seed dry weight
11

(Bourgis et al., 2011). However, most commonly used oil crops do not accumulate as
much oil, ranged from 30% to 60% (Baud and Lepiniec, 2010). Thus the room for
increasing oil production is huge. The previous effort of increasing oil accumulation in
oil seeds was well summarized (Baud and Lepiniec, 2010).
It is well known that the glycerol backbone of TAG comes from glycolysis,
while fatty acids are produced from acetyl-CoA. Thus the central metabolism pathways
may play an important role in oil production by providing its precursors. In agreement
with this, the overexpression of glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH) in
oilseed rape led to 40% increase of oil content (Vigeolas et al., 2007). On the other
hand, acetyl-CoA may be mainly produced in plastids by pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex (PDC). However, many other pathways, including protein metabolism, can
also produce significant amount of acetyl-CoA. These pathways may be promising
target to manipulate for oil production. Recently, a study showed the positive
relationship between elevated acetyl-CoA level and TAG production in green algae
Chlorella desiccata (Avidan et al., 2015).
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) is considered to catalyze the first
committed step of fatty acid biosynthesis, producing malonyl-CoA. In plants, two
different forms of ACCases were reported, with different subcellular localization
(Konishi and Sasaki, 1994). Targeting the cytosol ACCase to plastid was reported to
increase oil production slightly (Roesler et al., 1997). Malonyl-CoA is the common
carbon donor in fatty acid biosynthesis, which is catalyzed by a large complex fatty
acid synthase (FAS). The first and committed step is catalyzed by β-ketoacyl-acyl
carrier protein (ACP) synthase type III (KASIII), which was shown to have little impact
on total oil content. However, the fatty acid composition changed in KASIII
overexpression plants (González-Mellado et al., 2010).
The final assembly of TAG happens in ER, as described previously (Figure 4).
Some success in increasing oil content have been achieved by overexpressing several
enzymes in the pathways, such as G3P acyltransferase (GPAT; Jain et al., 2000) and
lysoPA acyltransferase (LPAAT; Zou et al., 1997). Overexpression of the highly
anticipated oil producing enzyme, DAG acyltransferase (DGAT), gave mixed results
12

depending on the specific condition used in experiments (Weselake et al., 2009). A
recent report confirmed the effect of GPAT and LPAAT on oil accumulation in tobacco
and oilseed rape. However, the effect of DGAT was shown to be minimal (Liu et al.,
2015).
Taken together, the enhancement of seed oil production by manipulating genes
in the lipid and oil metabolism pathway has been extensively studied, with some
success. However, the effect of a single gene on oil accumulation may be limited. Thus
recent effort on increasing seed oil production has been focused on the stacking of
multiple genes (van Erp et al., 2014).
Camelina sativa is an emerging oil crop
Until recently, much of the work on oil manipulation has been done in the model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana. Although the results were proven to be mostly successful, some
problems exist. First of all, Arabidopsis has very small seed yield, which makes it very
hard to accumulate enough oil for large scale analysis. In addition, the achievement
obtained in Arabidopsis need to be transferred to real oil crops, which may not always
work smoothly, especially when knockout and knockdown Arabidopsis lines are used.
Working directly with oil crops, such as oilseed rape and soybean, can be time
consuming, while concerns that the production of industrial oil in these crops may
compete with the current food stock may further hinder their usage.
Camelina sativa belongs to the Brassicaceae family. As an emerging oil crop,
Camelina possesses many advantages compared with other major oil crops (Bansal and
Durrett, 2015). First of all, Camelina has relative short life cycle (~3 months), making
it flexible in the rotation with other crops. Secondly, Camelina has medium to high oil
yield, higher than soybean but slightly lower than canola. However, Camelina has a
major advantage over canola that it requires much lower fertilizer and water input.
Furthermore, Camelina is tolerant to various biotic and abiotic stresses, which affects
other Brassicaceae family members. More importantly, the drought tolerance allows
Camelina to grow on marginal lands without competing with other major crops.
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In addition to these agronomic traits, Camelina also has major advantages in
terms of genetic manipulation. The genome of Camelina is sequenced and partially
annotated, which shows high sequence similarity with Arabidopsis (Kagale et al., 2014).
Camelina is also very easy to transform by agrobacteria mediated floral dip method.
The seed transcriptome of Camelina was also shown to be very similar to Arabidopsis
(Nguyen et al., 2013), suggesting the similar regulation of gene expression. Overall,
Camelina is a very promising oil crop not only for oil production, but also as a platform
for gene functionality analysis.
PA is a signaling molecule
PA is the central metabolite in PL metabolism. Moreover, PA possesses some distinct
features that make it a very interesting and promising signaling molecule. Firstly, PA
is the smallest phospholipid since it only has a phosphate as head group, which could
change the membrane architecture where PA is abundant, such as negative membrane
curvatures formation due to its smaller head group. Secondly, the level of PA can be
rapidly altered. At rest state, PA only exists in very low amount and scatters on different
membranes. When stimuli come in, PA can be rapidly produced by either PLD or the
combination of PLC and diacylglycerol kinase (DGK). Alternatively, PA can be rapidly
removed by phosphatases, such as lipid phosphate phosphatases (LPPs) and
phosphatidic acid hydrolases (PAHs) (Wang et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009; Munnik and
Testerink 2009, 2011; Figure 5). In plants, the number of these PA regulating enzymes
is greatly amplified compared with animals and yeast, indicating the different roles that
PA can play are huge in number. Last but not least, the charge number on PA head
group is different from any other phospholipid and can change under physiological pH,
which may render PA itself “active” or “inactive” under different environment
conditions (Shin and Loewen, 2011). In plants, PA is found to participate in a wide
variety of cell processes, including response to abiotic and biotic stresses, nutrient
sensing and plant development (Wang et al., 2006; Hong et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009;
Munnik and Testerink, 2009, 2011; Okazaki and Saito, 2014; Singh et al., 2015).
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Figure 5. PA metabolism. PA can come from the degradation of PL by PLD activity
directly or the combination of PLC/DGK. De novo lipid biosynthesis, re-acylation of
LysoPA and de-phosphorylation of DAG-PPi can also produce PA. By removing the
phosphate group PA can be converted to DAG by lipid phosphate phosphatases (LPP,
PAH etc.) or converted to DAG-PPi by PA kinase. PLA can degrade PA to produce
LysoPA and free FA. (Wang et al., 2006)
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Transcriptional regulation of lipid and oil production
The existence of multiple pathways and enzymes for PL metabolism indicates that the
biosynthesis and degradation of PLs need to be finely regulated. Recent studies have
discovered several transcription factors (TFs) that regulate seed oil accumulation and
lipid metabolism, such as WRINKLED1 (WRI1), LEAFY COTYLEDON1 (LEC1),
LEAFY COTYLEDON2 (LEC2) FUSCA3 (FUS3) and GLABRA2 (GL2) (Baud et al.,
2007, 2009; Mu et al., 2008; Santos-Mendoza et al., 2005, 2008; Pouvreau et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2006). LEC1, LEC2 and WRI1 were shown to regulate
later glycolysis steps and fatty acid biosynthesis (Mu et al., 2008; Baud et al., 2007;
Ma et al., 2013), while FUS3 was also shown to induce the expression of the genes in
fatty acid biosynthesis pathway (Wang et al., 2007). The mechanism of GL2 in
regulation of oil production is currently not clear. It was suggested that GL2 may
participate in seed carbon partitioning and promote oil production indirectly (Shi et al.,
2012). Besides, the regulation network for PL and oil biosynthesis has not been well
defined.
As a PL metabolism regulator, a molecule needs to possess certain important
properties. First, this molecule has to be able to sense certain lipid metabolites, which
represents the current status of lipid metabolism. Secondly, the molecule needs to be
able to alter the expression or activity of certain enzymes in the lipid metabolism
pathways. As the central molecule in PL metabolism, PA is a natural candidate as the
dynamic indicator of cellular lipid status. A good model about how PA is involved in
glycerolipid metabolism has been established in yeast, which can be a good reference
for us to find similar lipid master regulators in plants (Carman and Henry, 2007). In
this model, a PA interacting transcription repressor Opi1p is responsible for converting
the nutrient signal into the change of phospholipid biosynthesis. When nutrient is
sufficient and no inositol is added to the media, cellular PA level is high, so Opi1p is
sequestered by binding with PA and another protein Scs2p on ER membrane. In this
case, the cis-element UASINO containing lipid biosynthesis genes are actively expressed
under the promotion of TFs Ino2p and Ino4p. When nutrient is depleted from the media,
an Mg2+ dependent PA phosphatase (PAP) is activated, which dephosphorylates PA to
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produce DAG. Alternatively, when excessive amount of inositol is added to the media,
PA is depleted by producing PI through the CDP-DAG pathway. The depletion of PA,
by nutrient depletion or addition of inositol, results in the release of Opi1p from ER.
Opi1p then enters nucleus and attenuates the expression of UASINO containing lipid
biosynthesis genes by interacting and inhibiting the TF Ino2p (Carman and Henry,
2007).
HYPOTHESES AND GOALS
I.

Biological roles of AAPTs

As the most abundant eukaryotic membrane PL, PC should be continuously supplied
and strictly regulated. The enzymes that are responsible for PC formation in plants have
been known for decades. However, the relative contribution of these metabolic
pathways to the overall PC pool in plants is still not clear. In addition, from the previous
reports, it seems that the majority of, if not all, PC production should come from the
Kennedy pathway in most plants, since the first step in PE methylation is absent in
plants, while the methylation of ethanolamine happens at phosphoethanolamine level
(Datko et al., 1988; Keogh et al., 2009), which still requires AAPT function to produce
PC. These results together suggest that AAPT is responsible for most de novo PC
production in plants. It is interesting to see what happens to plants if the Kennedy
pathway is blocked by knocking out AAPT, which may lead to the major change of
overall PC production and severe growth phenotype.
Two AAPT genes, AAPT1 and AAPT2 were found in the genome of Arabidopsis
thaliana according to the sequence similarity with yeast and mammalian CPT and EPT.
These two AAPT genes are believed to be the only ones in Arabidopsis based on the
result of Southern blot (Goode and Dewey, 1999) and genome DNA search.
In this work, I have determined the biological significance of AAPT1 and
AAPT2 in plant development. The hypotheses I tested were: 1) the genetic manipulation
of AAPT1 and AAPT2 alters PL biosynthesis in Arabidopsis; 2) the knockout
(KO)/knockdown (KD) of AAPT1 and AAPT2 has adverse effect on plant growth and
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development 3) The difference in relative activity and preference between AAPT1 and
AAPT2 is the reflection of their different biological functions in Arabidopsis.
II.

Effect of AAPTs on seed oil accumulation

Another interesting indication from previous studies is the relationship between the
Kennedy pathway and storage lipids formation (Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995; Chapman
and Ohlrogge, 2012). As discussed before, membrane lipids, especially PC, are deeply
involved in TAG formation. The modification of the Kennedy pathway may affect
TAG formation and may thus affect the oil content in seeds, which may provide a good
target for the effort of increasing oil production in seeds. Although CCT and ECT are
thought to catalyze the committed step in the Kennedy pathway, no significant growth
and lipid change can be observed in cct1 or cct2 KO plants (Inatsugi et al., 2009).
However, a recent report showed that the effect of PAH on phospholipid production
was attributed to the altered CCT activity by PA regulation (Craddock, 2015). Here I
tested the effect of AAPT modification on seed oil accumulation.
The hypothesis here is the genetic manipulation of AAPT1 and AAPT2 alters
seed oil production and fatty acid composition.
III.

Transcriptional regulation of seed oil accumulation by GLABRA2

GL2 and Opi1p share no sequence similarity, but they have one thing interesting in
common: they are both negative regulators. Although plants and yeasts are quite
different in PL biosynthesis, the inhibiting nature of these transcription regulators is in
agreement with the role of PLs in living organisms. As one of the most abundant
building blocks in cells, PLs are always needed. As a result, the PL biosynthesis
pathways must be active by default, in order to support cell growth, damage repair and
storage lipid accumulation. However, under certain conditions, such as nutrient
depletion, living organisms need to slow down their pace in growth to overcome hard
times, so that the production of PLs needs to be turned off/down to save nutrient and
energy. A negative master switch is suitable for such purpose.
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In our previous studies (by Bahn et al., unpublished data), a small scale lipidTF interaction screening has been performed using several promising TFs. GL2 is one
of the TFs that has strong interaction with PA. Based on this discovery, some
hypotheses can be tested: 1) the interaction between GL2 and PA is specific to a small
region on the protein; 2) the GL2-PA interaction is important to the normal function of
GL2; 3) GL2 affects oil accumulation by regulating PL metabolism; 4) seed specific
knockdown of GL2 in Arabidopsis and other oil plants helps increase oil content in
these plants.
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ABSTRACT
Aminoalcoholphosphotransferase

(AAPT)

catalyzes

the

synthesis

of

phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphotidylethanolamine (PE), which are the most
prevalent membrane phospholipids in all eukaryotic cells. Here, I show that
suppression of AAPTs results in extensive membrane phospholipid remodeling in
Arabidopsis. Double knockout (KO) mutants that are homozygous for either aapt1 or
aapt2 display impaired pollen and seed development, leading to embryotic lethality of
the double KO plants, whereas aapt1 or aapt2 single KO plants show no overt
phenotypic alterations. The growth rate and seed yield of AAPT RNAi plants are greatly
reduced. Lipid profiling shows decreased total galactolipid and phospholipid content
in

aapt1-containing

mutants,

including

aapt1,

aapt1/aapt1

aapt2/AAPT2,

aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and AAPT RNAi plants. The level of PC in leaves was
unchanged whereas that of PE was reduced in all AAPT-deficient plants, except aapt2
KO. However, the acyl species of PC was altered, with increased levels of C34 species
and decreased C36 species. Conversely, the levels of PE and PI were decreased in C34
species. In seeds, all AAPT-deficient plants, including aapt2 KO, displayed a decrease
in PE. The data show that AAPT1 and AAPT2 are essential to plant vegetative growth
and reproduction and have overlapping functions, but that AAPT1 contributes more
than AAPT2 to PC production in vegetative tissues. The opposite changes in molecular
species between PC and PE and unchanged PC level indicate the existence of additional
pathways that maintain homeostatic levels of PC, which are crucial for the survival and
proper development of plants.
INTRODUCTION
Phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) are two major classes of
phospholipids in all eukaryotic membranes. PC, a class of bilayer forming lipid, makes
up a high proportion of the glycerolipids in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane,
whereas PE is concentrated in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. PC and PE are
also precursors to lipid mediators, such as phosphatidic acid (PA) and diacylglycerol
(DAG) (Wang et al., 2006; Testerink and Munnik, 2011). PC also plays an important
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role in the synthesis of triacylglycerols (TAG) (Chapman and Ohlrogge, 2012). In
eukaryotes, PC may be produced through three known pathways: the Kennedy pathway,
where DAG acquires an activated head group (CDP-choline) to produce PC; a
methylation pathway, in which PC is produced from PE by three methylation steps;
and a base-exchange pathway, where PC is produced from other phospholipids, such
as phosphatidylserine (PS) by replacing the head group with free choline. Similarly, PE
can be produced through the Kennedy pathway from DAG and CDP-ethanolamine, or
through a base-exchange pathway. In addition, PE can be produced from PS by
decarboxylation. Other phospholipids, including PS, phosphatidylinositol (PI), and
phosphatidylglycerol (PG) are generally produced through the CDP-DAG pathway, in
which DAG is first activated by CTP to form CDP-DAG followed by the acquisition
of free head groups (Ohlorgge and Browse, 1995). In animal cells, the Kennedy
pathway is the major source of PC and PE production and the CDP-DAG pathway also
contributes to the PC and PE pool in certain mammalian tissues (Noga and Vance,
2003), while the base-exchange pathway is generally regarded as a minor pathway and
the direction of this reaction is toward PS production (Vance, 2008).
In plants, unique properties have been reported beyond the general pathways of
phospholipid biosynthesis. Firstly, the activity of the first methylation step of PE cannot
be detected in most plant species, including Arabidopsis thaliana (Keogh et al., 2009).
Instead, the methylation of ethanolamine was reported at the phosphoethanolamine (PEth) level by the enzyme P-Eth N-methyltransferase (PEAMT) to produce
phosphomonomethylethanolamine (P-MMEth), phosphodimethylethanolamine (PDMEth) and phosphocholine (P-Cho) successively (Bolognese et al., 2000). The
methylated P-Eth species then enter the last two steps of the Kennedy pathway, and
partially methylated head groups can be fully methylated by phospholipid Nmethyltransferase (PLMT) to produce PC as the final product (Keogh et al., 2009).
Secondly, the plant enzyme that functions at the last step of the Kennedy pathway,
namely aminoalcoholphosphotransferase (AAPT), can use both CDP-choline and
CDP-ethanolamine as substrates (Goode and Dewey, 1999). By comparison, in yeast
cholinephosphotransferase 1 (CPT1) produces PC almost exclusively, while
ethanolaminephosphotransferase 1 (EPT1) is bifunctional, producing PC and PE
28

(Carman and Henry, 2007). In addition, plants produce glycerolipids in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and plastids, referred to as the eukaryotic pathway and
prokaryotic pathway, respectively (Browse et al., 1986; Ohlorgge and Browse, 1995).
These two pathways produce different subsets of glycerolipids; however, crosstalk
between these two pathways has been reported (Browse et al., 1986; Ohlorgge and
Browse, 1995; Wang and Benning, 2012).
Based on the current knowledge, the Kennedy pathway plays a more prominent
role than the CDP-DAG coupled methylation pathway in PC biosynthesis in plants.
The plant head group methylation pathway also depends on AAPT to produce PC.
Arabidopsis has two genes, AAPT1 and AAPT2, that encode enzymes with both CPT
and EPT activity in vitro, while AAPT2 has a higher preference towards CPT to EPT
than AAPT1, although both AAPTs show higher CPT activity in vitro (Goode and
Dewey, 1999). These enzymes are able to use DAG and CDP-aminoalcohols (including
ethanolamine, monomethylethanolamine, dimethyl-ethanolamine and choline) as
substrates in vitro to produce PE and PC as final products (Keogh et al., 2009), but the
contributions of AAPT1 and AAPT2 to lipid metabolism in plants have not been
directly tested. Here I determined the role of AAPTs in plant lipid metabolism, growth,
and development.
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RESULTS
Aapt1 and aapt2 mutants differ in lipid alterations.
Arabidopsis AAPT1 and AAPT2 are 88% identical in amino acid sequences and share
about 30% sequence identity with yeast and mammalian CPT and EPT. Both AAPTs
are predicted to possess 8 trans-membrane domains. The AAPTs and CPTs and EPTs
from animals and yeast all share a highly conserved region, which is predicted to
localize on membrane surfaces (Supplemental Fig. 1), by TMHMM 2.0
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/). Since this conserved region is the only
long, exposed peptide in AAPT protein, it is possible that it is responsible for substrate
binding and catalytic activity, as shown in a recent structural analysis of CDP-alcohol
phosphotransferase (Sciara et al., 2014). Both AAPTs were expressed in young
vegetative tissue (Goode and Dewey, 1999). Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)
analysis showed that AAPT1 was expressed about 2-fold higher than AAPT2 in rosette
leaves, while AAPT2 expression level is slightly higher than AAPT1 in maturing seeds
(Figure 1A), consistent with the microarray and RNA-seq data. Data from the
Arabidopsis eFP browser (http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi) indicate that
AAPT1 is expressed in almost all plant tissues, while AAPT2 expression level is lower
than AAPT1 in vegetative rosette leaves and higher in maturing seeds and pollen. Data
from Genevestigator (https://www.genevestigator.com/gv/plant.jsp) show that both
AAPT1 and AAPT2 are highly up-regulated in sperm cells (Supplemental Fig. 2A and
B), indicating they may have important functions in male gamete development.
T-DNA insertional lines were isolated for AAPT1 (aapt1-1; SALK_059178)
and AAPT2 (aapt2-1; SALK_150255). The insertion site of aapt1-1 is in the 14th exon,
while that of aapt2-1 is in the first exon (Figure 1B). Homozygous lines of aapt1-1 and
aapt2-1 were identified by PCR. In addition, I attempted to generate aapt1 aapt2
double KO plants by crossing aapt1-1 and aapt2-1 homozygous lines. To test if these
insertions disrupt the expression of AAPT1 and AAPT2 genes, qPCR was performed
using wild type (WT), aapt1-1, aapt2-1, and both hemizygous (aapt1/aapt1
aapt2/AAPT2 and aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2) plants produced via crosses between
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Figure 1. Expression of AAPT1 and 2 and T-DNA insertion mutants of AAPT1 and 2.
(A) Tissue-specific expression profile of AAPT1 and AAPT2. The expression level was
quantified by qPCR and normalized with UBQ10. Values are means ± SD (n=3).
(B) Gene structure of AAPT1 and AAPT2 and SALK T-DNA insertion sites. Boxes
represent exons and lines represent introns.
(C) Expression of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in T-DNA insertion lines. RNA from leaves of
aapt1 KO, aapt2 KO homozygotes, and aapt1/2 hemizygotes was used for qPCR. All
expression data were normalized to wild type. Values are means ± SD (n=3). In all
figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and aapt2-HEMI refers to
aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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aapt1-1 and aapt2-1. Both aapt1 and aapt2 homozygous mutants have greatly reduced
AAPT1 and AAPT2 transcript levels, respectively (Figure 1C).
To explore the metabolic consequence of the KO of AAPT genes in plants, polar
lipids from rosette leaves of WT, aapt1-1, aapt2-1, and hemizygous plants were
quantitatively profiled. Compared to WT, aapt1-1 and aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2 both
displayed a decrease in total polar lipids (~15%) (Figure 2A) and phospholipids (~10%)
(Supplemental Fig. 3). The aapt1-1 single mutant and both hemizygous mutants had
decreased levels of PE, PI, and/or monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG) (Figure 2B
and C). The magnitude of decrease is correlated with the number of AAPT genes being
knocked-out. In addition, lysoPE decreased in the aapt1-1 single KO and both
hemizygotes (Figure 2C). A decrease in C36 PC occurred but no significant change in
C34 in AAPT1 deficient mutants was seen (Figure 3A and B). On the other hand, the
aapt1 mutants displayed a decrease in both C34 PE and C36 PE species (Figure 3C and
D). However, the relative amount of C34 PE decreased and C36 PE increased in aapt11 and both hemizygotes, but not in aapt2-1 (Supplemental Fig. 4). When a construct
harboring AAPT1 was introduced into aapt1-1, the genetically complemented plants
had similar levels of PC, PE, PG, and PI as the WT (Supplemental Fig. 5). The
restoration by genetic complementation validates that the alteration of lipid levels
results from the loss of AAPT1 function. By comparison, the lipid level of aapt2-1 KO
plants was comparable to that of the WT (Figure 2A and Supplemental Fig. 3). These
results are in agreement with the fact that AAPT1 is expressed at higher levels than
AAPT2 in rosette leaves and suggest that AAPT1 contributes more than AAPT2 to
glycerolipid production in leaves.

Double loss of AAPT1 and AAPT2 results in defects in pollen and seed
development.
No overt alterations in growth or seed development were observed in either aapt1-1 or
aapt2-1 single mutants. To further probe the biological function of AAPTs in
Arabidopsis, I crossed aapt1-1 and aapt2-1 homozygous lines to generate double KO
plants. AAPT1 and AAPT2 reside on different chromosomes, so plants bearing both TDNA insertions were readily obtained. However, after several rounds of self-crossing
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Figure 2. Changes in phospholipids and galactolipid contents in aapt knockout mutants.
Polar lipids from leaves of WT, aapt1/2 KO and aapt1/2 hemizygotes were profiled.
Values are means ±SD (n≥4). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutant at
P<0.05 and at P<0.01, respectively, based on Student’s t-test.
(A) Content of phospholipids and galactolipids.
(B) Galactolipid content. MGDG: monogalactosyldiacylglycerol; DGDG: digalactosyldiacylglycerol.
(C) Phospholipid content. PC: phosphatidylcholine; PE: phosphatidylethanolamine; PI:
phosphatidylinositol;

PG:

phosphatidylglycerol;

LysoPE:

lysophosphatidyl-

ethanolamine, inserted as inset. In all figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1
aapt2/aapt2, and aapt2-HEMI refers to aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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Figure 3. PC and PE species change.
Polar lipids from leaves of WT, aapt1/2 KO and aapt1/2 hemizygotes were profiled.
Values are means ± SD (n≥4). * and ** mark differences between WT and the mutant
at P<0.05 and at P<0.01, respectively based on Student’s t-test.
(A) C34 PC species; (B) C36 PC species; (C) C34 PE species; (D) C36 PE species. In
all figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and aapt2-HEMI refers to
aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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and screening, no homozygous aapt1/aapt2 double mutants were obtained, but I was
not able to recover AAPT1/aapt1 aapt2/aapt2 and aapt1/aapt1 AAPT2/aapt2
hemizygous plants. These hemizygous plants, which have only one functional copy of
AAPT1 or AAPT2, were confirmed by genomic PCR and displayed a further decrease
in transcript level of the respective gene (Figure 1C). The segregation ratios of selfpollinated hemizygous plants were abnormal. If no selection pressure exists, the
segregation ratio of the Aabb genotype was predicted to be 1:2:1 for AAbb:Aabb:aabb.
However, the actual segregation ratio is about 5:1:0 in the progeny of AAPT1/aapt1
aapt2/aapt2 and 18:1:0 in that of aapt1/aapt1 AAPT2/aapt2 (Figure 4).

These

segregation ratios are significantly different from the predicted ones and heavily favor
WT AAPT progeny, indicating that strong selection pressure may exist against
aapt1/aapt2 double mutant male and female gametes.
Considering the highly elevated expression levels of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in
sperm cells, I hypothesized that AAPT genes play an essential role in male gametes and
pollen development. The hemizygous plants of aapt1 and aapt2 may generate two types
of pollen: aapt1 or aapt2 single mutant pollen and aapt1 aapt2 double mutant pollen.
To test whether the disruption of AAPT1/2 affects pollen viability, anthers from WT,
aapt1-1, and aapt2-1 single mutant homozygotes and aapt1 aapt2 double mutant
hemizygotes were detached and pollen was stained by fluorescein diacetate/propidium
iodide (FDA/PI) to test for viability. More than 90% of the pollen in WT, aapt1 or
aapt2 single mutants was viable, as indicated by green fluorescein produced by active
esterases (Figure 5Aa, b, d; Figure 5B) while ~50% of the pollen in AAPT1/aapt1
aapt2/aapt2 and aapt1/aapt1 AAPT2/aapt2 hemizygous lines was dead, as indicated
by the red stain of propidium iodide (Figure 5Ac, e; Figure 5B). These data indicate
that aapt1 aapt2 double mutant pollen are not viable.
The male-sterile phenotype of aapt1 aapt2 double mutants does not fully
explain the aberrant segregation ratio in aapt1 and aapt2 hemizygous lines, because if
a/b double mutant male gametes are not viable, the segregation ratio of AAbb:Aabb
would be 1:1. I then examined the maturing seeds in developing siliques of WT, aapt1
or aapt2 single mutants, and hemizygous lines. In WT, aapt1 or aapt2 single mutant
plants, seeds in siliques were green and well developed. However, both hemizygous
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Figure 4. Segregation of aapt hemizygotes. Both hemizygotes were self-pollinated
and the resulting seeds were grown and genotyped by PCR. Significance was tested
based on the χ2 test.
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Figure 5. Defects in pollen viability and seed development in aapt1/2 hemizygotes.
(A) Pollen viability as indicated by FDA/PI staining. Viable pollen show green
fluorescence, whereas dead pollen were stained red. a) WT; b) aapt1 KO; c)
aapt1/aapt1 AAPT2/aapt2; d) aapt2 KO; e) aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2.
(B) Percentage of viable pollen. More than 500 pollen grains from multiple anthers in
each line were observed.
(C) Seed development. Siliques were peeled and observed under light microscopy.
Arrows mark wrinkled or aborted seeds. a) WT; b) aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2. In all
figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and aapt2-HEMI refers to
aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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siliques contained many aborted and underdeveloped seeds, appearing wrinkled and
brown in color (Figure 5C). Combined with the pollen viability assay, these results
indicate that AAPT1 and AAPT2 together are essential for pollen and seed development.

Suppression of both AAPT1 and AAPT2 retards plant growth.
To further investigate the function of AAPTs, I suppressed AAPT1 and AAPT2
expression by RNA interference (RNAi). Since AtAAPT1 and AtAAPT2 share very high
nucleotide sequence identity (~87%), I used the first 500 bp of the AAPT1 coding
sequence to create a double stranded RNA (dsRNA) construct, driven by the 35S
promoter, to knockdown both genes. One major concern for dsRNA-induced RNA
interference is the potential off-target effects, which often lead to unpredictable and
false-positive phenotypes. To confirm that my construct was designed properly, I used
dsCheck (http://dsCheck.RNAi.jp/) to predict potential gene targets of my RNAi
construct. The result suggests that only AAPT1 and AAPT2 are effective targets of my
AAPT RNAi construct, since no perfect match and very few 1 and 2 mismatches of
target nucleotides were found in several other genes, and none of them are involved in
lipid metabolism (Supplemental Table 1). The AAPT RNAi construct was introduced
into the WT background and RNAi transformed plants were confirmed by qPCR.
Multiple RNAi lines were isolated and three AAPT RNAi lines (referred to as R56,
R104 and R125) with varying levels of suppression and retarded growth were used in
the following studies (Figure 6A).
Two of the homozygous AAPT RNAi lines (R56, R125) failed to germinate in
soil. When germinated on plates, all three strong AAPT RNAi lines showed reduced
primary root growth compared with WT plants (Supplemental Fig. 6A). On the other
hand, compared with the WT, AAPT RNAi plants showed denser and longer root hairs
near the root tip region (Supplemental Fig. 6D and E). Root hair length in the
elongation zone tended to be longer in RNAi plants but root hair density in the
elongation zone was comparable between WT and RNAi plants (Supplemental Fig. 6B
and C). By comparison, the density and length of root hair density at the root tip in the
AAPT1 or 2 single KO were comparable to those of the WT (Supplemental Fig. 6D and
E). The results suggest that deficiency of AAPT1 or AAPT2 does not impact the
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Figure 6. Effects of AAPT RNAi (R56, R104, R125) on AAPT expression and plant
growth. All plants are homozygous unless otherwise labeled.
(A) Growth phenotype of four-week-old plants of three AAPT RNAi lines and WT.
(B) Rosette size of four-week-old AAPT RNAi homozygotes (Homo), heterozygotes
(Hetero) and WT plants. Values are means ± SD (n ≥ 10). ** marks differences between
WT and the mutant at P<0.01 based on Student’s t-test.
(C) Seed yield of WT and AAPT RNAi homozygous plants. Values are means ± SD (n
≥ 10). ** marks differences between WT and the mutant at P<0.01 based on Student’s
t-test.
(D) AAPT1 and AAPT2 expression level in leaves of AAPT RNAi heterozygotes
(Hetero) and homozygotes (Homo). Values are means ± SD (n=3).
(E) AAPT1 and AAPT2 expression level in seeds of WT and AAPT RNAi plants. Values
are means ± SD (n=3).
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initiation and elongation of root hairs, and that remodeling of the existing lipids may
play a more important role. The longer and denser root hairs in the AAPT RNAi plants
may be the result of the compensatory effect of the impaired root growth rate.
Most of these plate-germinated RNAi seedlings survived being transferred to
soil; however, they continued to show smaller rosette size, smaller leaf area and greatly
reduced seed yield than WT (Figure 6B and C). The rosette size was further decreased
in the homozygotes of these lines, which was evident during the segregation of the T1
generation of the R56 line (Supplemental Fig. 7). To evaluate whether the severity of
the phenotype is correlated with the knockdown level of AAPT1 and AAPT2, transcripts
of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in the WT, heterozygous and homozygous AAPT RNAi plants
were quantified by qPCR. The three dwarf AAPT RNAi lines showed a more than 80%
decrease of both AAPT1 and AAPT2 transcript levels in rosette leaves and seeds (Figure
6D and E). Homozygous AAPT RNAi plants showed a further decrease in the transcript
level for AAPT1 and AAPT2 (Figure 6D) compared with heterozygous RNAi plants.
Collectively, these data show that the greater the decrease in AAPT transcript level, the
greater the growth of the AAPT RNAi plants were inhibited, suggesting that AAPT
plays an essential role in the normal vegetative growth of plants.

PE, but not PC, is decreased in AAPT RNAi plants.
We performed initial lipid profiling using WT and R56 heterozygous plants. There was
a more than 50% decrease in PE levels and PC levels were unchanged in R56
heterozygous plants compared with the WT. This result was validated using thin-layer
chromatography

(TLC)

separation

followed

by

phosphate

quantification

(Supplemental Fig. 8A and B). The later isolated R104 and R125 lines further support
this relationship between the knockdown of AAPT genes and the growth phenotype.
Lipid species in rosette leaves of homozygous R56, R104, and R125 lines were profiled.
Total leaf polar lipid content in R104 and R125 was comparable to that of WT plants
but was decreased by 20% in the R56 line (Figure 7A). The total phospholipid content
was decreased by 17-24% in all three of these lines (Figure 7B), greater than the 10%
decrease in aapt1 and aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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Figure 7. Leaf polar lipid content of AAPT RNAi (R56, R104, R125) plants.
Lipids from the leaves of AAPT RNAi and WT plants were analyzed. * and ** mark
differences between WT and the mutant at P<0.05 and P<0.01, respectively, based on
Student’s t-test. Values are means ±SD (n≥4).
(A) Total content of phospholipids and galactolipids.
(B) Phospholipid content.
(C)

Content

of

phosphatidylcholine

(PC),

phosphatidylethanolamine,

phosphatidylinositol (PI), and phosphatidylglycerol (PG).
(D) Content of lysophosphatidylcholine (LysoPC), lysophosphatidyl-ethanolamine
(LysoPE), and phosphatidic acid (PA).
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When lipid classes were compared between WT and RNAi plants, the PC
content in leaves remained unchanged in all these strong AAPT RNAi lines. Instead,
leaf PE content was decreased by 48%, 35% and 42% in the R56, R104 and R125 lines,
respectively. PI and PG, which are not the direct products of the Kennedy pathway,
decreased moderately (5-25%) in these three AAPT RNAi lines (Figure 7C). As for
minor lipid species, lysoPE (~40%) and PA (13%-40%) were decreased in all of these
AAPT RNAi lines (Figure 7D), consistent with the results from aapt1 mutants.
When lipids from seeds of WT, aapt1-1, aapt2-1, and AAPT RNAi plants were
compared, PC displayed no decrease in seeds, whereas PE decreased in all mutant lines
(Supplemental Fig. 9). Such lipid changes are similar to those in leaves for aapt1-1
and AAPT RNAi plants, but unlike those in leaves where aapt2-1 did not impact PE
levels (Supplemental Fig. 9). This result is consistent with gene expression data that
the transcript level of AAPT2 is higher in seeds than leaves (Fig. 1A), suggesting that
both AAPT1 and AAPT2 contribute to phosphoglycerolipid synthesis in seeds.

Inverse changes in molecular species of PC and PE species in AAPT RNAi plants.
Although the overall level of PC was not changed in all the AAPT RNAi plants, its
composition of molecular species was changed significantly. In all three AAPT RNAi
lines, the level of C36 PC species (36:5 and 36:6) was decreased by 20%-30%, while
that of C34 PC species (mainly 34:2) was increased by about 25% (Figure 8A and B),
resulting in an unchanged total level of PC. In contrast, the relative level of PE species
displayed an opposite change, with 34:3 PE species being decreased, whereas 36:5 and
36:4 PE species were increased (Figure 8C and D). In addition, C34 species of PI and
PG were also decreased (Figure 8E and F).
One possibility that might explain the increased C34 PC species is the export
of prokaryotic lipids, which are C34 with a C16 fatty acid at the sn-2 position, from
plastids to the ER, compensating for the loss of PC. However, lipids from the
eukaryotic pathway also have a significant amount of C34 species, whereas the
eukaryotic C34 PC has a C16 fatty acid at the sn-1 position. To test the possibility, a
positional analysis was used with the help of phospholipase A2 (PLA2) (Williams et al.,
1995). I first digested total lipids from WT and AAPT RNAi plants by PLA2, which
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Figure 8. Changes in PC, PE, PI and PG species in AAPT RNAi (R56, R104, R125)
plants.
Lipids from leaves of three AAPT RNAi lines were compared with WT. * and ** mark
differences between the WT and mutant at P<0.05 and P<0.01, respectively, based on
Student’s t-test. Values are means ± SD (n≥4).
(A) Increases in PC C34 species.
(B) Decreases in PC C36 species.
(C) Decreases in PE C34 species.
(D) Increases in PE C36 species.
(E) Decreases in PI C34 species.
(F) Decrease in PG C34 species.
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hydrolyzes acyl chains at the sn-2 position of phospholipids, followed by lipid profiling
to analyze lyso-phospholipid composition. The results showed that the increase of C34
PC (10-13%) correlated well with the increase of C16 (8-11%) fatty acyl chains on the
sn-1 position in AAPT RNAi plants (Figure 9A and 9B), indicating that the major
contribution of the C34 PC increase in AAPT RNAi plants comes from the eukaryotic
pathway, while ~2% of PC in AAPT RNAi plants can be attributed to prokaryotic lipids.
In addition, the level of 16:0 fatty acids were increased (Figure 9C) while no significant
amounts of signature prokaryotic fatty acids (16:1 and 16:3) could be detected in PC
from both WT and AAPT RNAi plants, and no overall increase of these signature
prokaryotic fatty acids can be observed in the total lipids from AAPT RNAi plants
compared with WT (Supplemental Fig. 10). These results suggest that the remodeling
of phospholipid composition and maintained PC level in AAPT RNAi plants is not
likely the result of the export of prokaryotic lipids.
The maintained PC level in all the aapt1/2 single and hemizygous mutant plants
as well as all the strong AAPT RNAi plants is unexpected, and may be compensated by
other lipid biosynthesis genes and pathways. One possibility is that the expression
levels of lipid metabolism enzymes are altered by the knockdown of AAPTs. To test
this, qPCR was performed to identify changes in the expression level of genes in the
Kennedy pathway and the methylation process of P-Eth/PE in both leaves and seeds of
R56, R104 and R125 lines. I examined the expression level of genes encoding choline
kinase (CK), ethanolamine kinase (EK), choline-phosphate cytidylyltransferase (CCT),
ethanolamine-phosphate cytidylyltransferase (ECT), PLMT and PEAMT. A significant
change of transcript abundance was not observed in any of these genes in either leaf or
seed tissues, except that ECT transcripts in seeds of the three strong AAPT RNAi lines
had a moderate 1-fold increase (Supplemental Table 3). I also did not observe any
significant change in the expression level of genes that encode enzymes in the CDPDAG pathway.

AAPTs affect PC and PE production differently.
To determine the effect of AAPTs on PE and PE production in plants, I labeled
seedlings with [3H]-ethanolamine or [3H]-choline to follow the head group
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Figure 9. Fatty acid position analysis and fatty acid composition in PC and total lipids
in AAPT RNAi (R56, R104, R125) plants.
Total lipids were digested by PLA2, followed by analysis of PC and LysoPC by mass
spectrometry. * and ** mark differences between the WT and mutant at P<0.05 and at
P<0.01, respectively, based on Student’s t-test. Values are means ± SD (n=3).
(A) Content of LysoPC with C16 and C18 fatty acids after PLA2 treatments of lipids
from two AAPT RNAi lines and WT plants.
(B) Content of PC with C34 and C36 fatty acids without PLA2 treatments of lipids from
two AAPT RNAi lines and WT plants.
(C) Fatty acid composition of PC isolated from leaves of two AAPT RNAi lines and
WT plants.
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incorporation into PC and PE in WT and AAPT-altered plants. Compared to the WT,
AAPT-KO and RNAi plants were decreased in [3H]-PC production, with WT > aapt21 > aapt1-1 > AAPT RNAi for the labeling rate of [3H]-PC (Figure 10A). The different
rate of [3H]-PC production is consistent with that of total lipid analysis, indicating that
AAPT1 contributes more than AAPT2 to PC production in vegetative tissues. With
[3H]-ethanolamine labeling, [3H]-PE increased continuously in the WT (Figure 11A).
However, AAPT KO and RNAi lines displayed a very different pattern of [3H]-PE
formation from the WT. AAPT KO and RNAi lines had higher PE labeling rates than
the WT in the first 6 minutes (Figure 11B), but the increase plateaued within 30 minutes
in aapt1-1 and aapt2-1 and for AAPT RNAi seedlings no further increase occurred after
the first 6 minutes (Figure 11A).
One explanation for the tempered increase in [3H]-PE in AAPT-deficient
seedlings could result from an increase in conversion of [3H]-ethanolamine or its
derivatives into choline. To test this, I measured [3H]-PC from the [3H]-ethanolaminefed seedlings. A small increase in [3H]-PC was detected in all genotypes, but the
formation of [3H]-PC is much lower than that of [3H]-PE (Figure 11C). In addition, I
pulse-chased the [3H]-ethanolamine-labeled seedlings to test if the labeled PE is
converted to PC. While no decrease of [3H]-PE could be seen in WT and aapt1/2 KO
lines, [3H]-PE decreased in AAPT RNAi plants after 1 hour of chase period. On the
other hand, [3H]-PC decreased rather than increased after the chase period in the WT
and all mutant lines (Figure 11D), suggesting no conversion from [ 3H]-PE to [3H]-PC
occurred during the chase period. This result indicates that methylation of ethanolamine
is not a major contributor to PC formation and this process is not altered by AAPT
mutations.
The increase in C34 PC species and decrease in C34 species of PE and PI could
result from the head group exchange between PC and PE/PI and/or methylation of PE
to PC to maintain the PC level. To probe whether a head group exchange exists between
PI and PC, I co-infiltrated C34:1 PI and choline into WT and AAPT RNAi leaves. The
results showed the successful infiltration of PI 34:1 (Supplemental Fig. 11A), but no
corresponding increase of PC 34:1 (Supplemental Fig. 11C) in either WT or AAPT
RNAi leaves. However, I observed decreased levels of C34:3 PI (Supplemental Fig.
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Figure 10. [3H]-choline incorporation into PC in WT and AAPT mutant (aapt1, aapt2,
R125) seedlings.
WT and mutant seedlings (10 days old) were incubated with media containing [3H]choline for 3, 6, 10, 30 and 60 minutes. Total lipids were extracted and separated on
TLC. PC was collected and [3H]-PC was determined and expressed as CPM/nmol fatty
acids of total lipids. Values are means ± SE (n=3). * marks differences between WT
and mutants at P<0.05 based on Student’s t-test.
(A) Time course of [3H]-PC labeling over 60 min.
(B) Time course of [3H]-PC labeling over the first 10 min.
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Figure 11. [3H]-ethanolamine incorporation into PE and PC.
WT and AAPT mutant (aapt1, aapt2, R125) seedlings (10 days old) were incubated
with media containing [3H]-ethanolamine for 3, 6, 10, 30 and 60 minutes. Total lipids
were extracted and separated on TLC. PE and PC were collected and [3H]-PE and [3H]PC were determined and expressed as CPM/nmol fatty acid in total lipids. Values are
means ± SE (n=3). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutants at P<0.05 and
P<0.01, respectively based on Student’s t-test.
(A) [3H]-PE produced over 60 minutes.
(B) [3H]-PE produced over the first 10 minutes.
(C) [3H]-PC produced over 60 minutes.
(D) Pulse-chase labeling of [3H]-PE and [3H]-PC. Seedlings were incubated with [3H]ethanolamine for 30 minutes and then transferred to labeling free media for 60 minutes,
followed by lipid extraction and analysis. Values are mean ± SE(n=3). * and ** mark
differences before and after chase at P<0.05 and P<0.01, respectively based on
Student’s t-test.
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11A) and increased lysoPC species (Supplemental Fig. 11B) in AAPT RNAi samples
after infiltration, suggesting the existence of an indirect conversion route between PI
and PC, which may be elevated in AAPT RNAi plants. The content of free choline in
AAPT RNAi plants was comparable to that of the WT (Supplemental Fig. 12).
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DISSCUSSION
The present study of AAPTs, which catalyze the last step of the Kennedy pathway for
PC and PE biosynthesis, has led to several unexpected findings.

In particular,

deficiency in AAPT1 and 2 does not result in a decrease in the total content of PC, but
the molecular species of PC shifted significantly, with an increase in C34 PC and a
decrease in C36. An opposite shift of molecular species occurred in PE/PI/PG, and the
content of these phospholipids, particularly PE, are decreased in AAPT-deficient plants.
The results suggest that a complicated compensatory network exists among different
lipid metabolic pathways. However, this compensation has limitations, beyond which
severe growth and reproductive defects become evident.

AAPT1 and 2 are essential for pollen and seed development.
The failure to obtain aapt1/2 double KO homozygotes suggests the AAPTs are essential
for plant reproduction and growth. Pollen is known to be susceptible to both
environmental stress and gene defects, which may result from its haploid genome and
lack of organelles. Arabidopsis pollen contains plastids in its vegetative cells, but the
function of these plastids is to store starch rather than photosynthesis (Fujiwara et al.,
2010). The sperm cells in Arabidopsis pollen are completely devoid of organelles,
which coincide with the highly up-regulated AAPT1 and AAPT2 transcript level. It is
possible that the lack of the prokaryotic lipid-producing pathway that occurs in
chloroplasts makes pollen highly dependent on lipids produced from the eukaryotic
pathway. A similar scenario may also occur in developing seeds, in which much fewer
active chloroplasts exist compared with leaf tissue. In addition, maturing seeds actively
undergo oil accumulation by producing TAG, which not only requires DAG from an
early step of the Kennedy pathway but is also proposed to acquire unsaturated fatty
acids from membrane lipids, especially PC. Therefore, the blockage of the last step of
the Kennedy pathway in the absence of a complementary lipid production pathway may
disrupt normal embryo development and/or oil accumulation, leading to the aborted or
severely wrinkled seeds I observed in the siliques of aapt1/2 hemizygous plants.
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We observed an aberrant segregation ratio in the progenies of both single
homozygous hemizygotes, i.e., 1:5 and 1:18 (hemizygotes: single KO). Compared with
the predicted ratio of 1:1 due to the death of aapt1/aapt2 double KO pollen, these
segregation results suggest that 40% of the seeds from aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2 and
47% of embryos/seeds from aapt1/aapt1 AAPT2/aapt2 are not able to survive to the
next generation. However, I did not observe as many aborted/wrinkled seeds in the
siliques of aapt1/2 hemizygous plants. This discrepancy may result from selection
pressure during megasporogenesis, when only one out of four megaspores survives and
develops into embryo sacs after the meiosis of the megasporocyte (Yadegari and Drews,
2004). These haploid megaspores in aapt1/2 hemizygous plants will have two different
genotypes: aapt1/aapt2 and aapt1/AAPT2 (or AAPT1/aapt2). According to what was
discussed above, AAPT genes may be more indispensable in non-photosynthetic tissue,
and I expect a strong selection pressure against the aapt1/2 double KO megaspores,
and thus many more single KO megaspores may develop into embryo sacs before
pollination.

AAPT1 and AAPT2 are required for normal plant growth
The lack of an aberrant growth phenotype in aapt1/2 KO/hemizygotes and the inability
to generate aapt1/2 double KO homozygotes make it challenging to pinpoint the role
of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in the vegetative growth of plants. Thus, I employed AAPT
RNAi to knockdown the transcript level of both AAPT genes in Arabidopsis. The highly
conserved sequence between AAPT1 and AAPT2 makes it possible to knockdown both
genes with a single construct. I introduced the construct into the WT, aapt1 KO, and
aapt2 KO background, in order to ensure high knockdown efficiency. Repeated
screening of seeds from transformed plants identified most transgenic plants carrying
the RNAi DNA from the aapt1 KO background but no positive lines from the aapt2
KO background. All AAPT RNAi plants under the aapt1 background did not show
significant alterations in growth, and the lack of phenotype might result from
ineffective RNAi suppression because the AAPT RNAi construct was made using the
AAPT1 sequence, while AAPT2 is not a preferred target (Supplemental Table 1). On
the other hand, it is not surprising that no positive AAPT RNAi plants in the aapt2 KO
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background were recovered, because AAPT1 is the preferred target of the RNAi
construct and plants lacking both AAPT2 and AAPT1 functions would not survive. I did
observe many non-germinating seeds on plates when screening transgenic T1 AAPT
RNAi seeds in the aapt2 background.
During screening, I identified a number of positive RNAi transgenic seeds in
the wild- type background (as the RNAi construct carries dsRED and the positive seeds
are red), but most seeds either did not germinate or the seedlings died early on the plate.
The three RNAi lines in the wild-type background exhibited retarded growth. The
finding that the RNAi phenotype was more severe in the wild-type background than in
the aapt1 KO background may be explained by the secondary siRNA production after
the degradation of the original target mRNA (Baulcombe, 2007). Since AAPT2 is not
the preferred target of the dsRNA construct, the primary siRNAs produced by the
construct may not be able to degrade AAPT2 mRNA effectively in the absence of
AAPT1 transcripts in the aapt1 KO background, while in the wild-type background, the
degradation of AAPT1 transcripts by the primary siRNAs may trigger amplified
secondary siRNA production that may in turn degrade AAPT2 transcripts at a higher
efficiency. Furthermore, the CaMV 35S promoter used in the dsRNA construct is
inactive in pollen (Wilkinson et al., 1997), so no segregation problem was observed in
any of these AAPT RNAi plants, although it is not known how effective the 35S
promoter is in megaspores.
As PC and PE are important eukaryotic membrane lipids, a large decrease in
AAPT transcript level led to plant growth arrest. The phenotype severity is positively
associated with the degree of decrease in AAPT transcript in AAPT RNAi plants, further
supporting the essential role of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in normal plant growth. However,
no major difference was observed in the lipid composition among the three strong
RNAi lines under the wild-type background. Even between R56 heterozygous and
homozygous plants, although their phenotypes and knockdown levels of AAPT genes
are quite different, no further changes in lipid composition occurred between
homozygous and heterozygous plants. This may suggest that such lipid changes (~40%
decrease of PE and C36-C34 species shift in PC) have reached a threshold that plants
require to survive. Further decreases in the AAPT transcript level may only slow down
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the accumulation of essential lipids and thus retard the vegetative growth rate rather
than further change the lipid composition.

Maintaining a homeostatic level of PC is essential for plant growth and
development.
The high similarity in sequence and catalytic activity between Arabidopsis AAPT1 and
AAPT2 suggests that these proteins share overlapping functions, which is also
supported by the lack of growth phenotype in the aapt1/2 KO and hemizygotes.
However, my lipid profiling data suggest that AAPT1 plays a more important role than
does AAPT2 in vegetative tissues, since aapt1 KO related mutants showed more lipid
changes than aapt2 KO related mutants in terms of number of different classes of lipids
changed and the amount decreased, in agreement with the fact that AAPT1 is expressed
at much higher levels than AAPT2 in rosette leaves. The direct phospholipid products
of the Kennedy pathway are PC and PE (Figure 12). In addition, it was reported that
the yeast-produced AAPT1 and AAPT2 enzymes show different substrate preferences
in vitro. Although both enzymes are more efficient in producing PC, AAPT2 has an
even higher preference for PC production than AAPT1 (Goode and Dewey, 1999). The
decrease of PE in aapt1 KO related mutants (aapt1-1, aapt1/2 hemizygotes) is most
likely related to the higher expression level of AAPT1 in rosette leaves, and it might be
possible that AAPT1 in planta has more EPT activity for PE synthesis, thus resulting
in the decrease in PE level in the AAPT deficient plants. My radiolabeling data support
the former hypothesis. The higher labeling rate of PC than PE may play an important
role in the unexpected lipid species change observed. In addition, the aapt1-1 and
aapt2-1 seed lipid data showed similar change in species, which is also consistent with
the expression profile of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in different tissues.
In addition to AAPTs, PE may be produced by the decarboxylation of PS
(Figure 12). Previous report also suggests that PS in plants was not a significant source
of PE production. For instance, a triple mutant of Arabidopsis PS decarboxylases only
had a mild decrease of PE in mitochondria (Nerlich et al., 2007). On the other hand, I
observed an increase in PE species with long chain fatty acids in AAPT KO/RNAi lines,
and PS contains a higher percentage of long chain FAs than other species. In addition,
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Figure 12. Possible mechanisms of PC compensation in AAPT deficient plants.
AAPTs are primarily responsible for the de novo PC and PE production in plants. PS
may contribute to PE production by head group exchange and/or decarboxylation,
while lysoPE may be methylated to form lysoPC, which may contribute to PC
formation via acyltransferase such as GPCAT and LPCAT. Etn, ethanolamine; Cho,
choline; MMEtn, monomethylethanolamine; DMEtn, dimethylethanolamine; Ser,
serine; Ins: inositol; GPC, glycerophosphocholine; CDP-DAG, cytidine diphosphate
diacylglycerol; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PMME,
phosphatidylmonomethylethanolamine; PDME, phosphatidyldimethylethanolamine;
PS, phosphatidylserine; PI, phosphatidylinositol; PEAMT, phosphoethanolamine-Nmethyltransferase; PLMT, phospholipid methyltransferase; PSS1, PS synthase 1;
PSD, PS decarboxylase; PL, phospholipase A; LPCAT, LPC acyltransferase; LPCT,
LPLA lysophospholipase A; GPCAT, GPC acyltransferase; LPCT, LPC transacylase
leading the formation of GPC and PC from 2 lysoPCs. Dashed lines denote activity
compromised, and dotted line indicates hypothetical activity based on the data.
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one PS synthase (PSS1) was found in the Arabidopsis genome, which is of baseexchange type and uses PE and serine as substrates (Yamaoka et al., 2011). The small
increase of PE with long-chained fatty acids could mean that some PS is converted to
PE via the CDP-DAG pathway and/or the base-exchange pathway (Figure 12).
Our study shows that despite the large decrease in PE, the PC level is
comparable between wild-type and AAPT deficient plants. Some previous studies on
enzymes in the Kennedy pathway showed different levels of lipid composition changes.
Noticeably, gene knockout of CTP:phosphorylcholine cytidylyltransferases 1 or 2,
which catalyze the step before AAPT reactions in the Kennedy pathway, resulted in no
significant changes of PC levels in Arabidopsis (Inatsugi et al., 2009), while a partial
loss-of-function of CTP:phosphorylethanolamine cytidylyltransferase showed a
relative decrease in PE and increase in PC levels (Mizoi et al., 2006). In addition, in
the xipotl1 (peamt1) mutant, PC level was decreased by 22% in roots and 18% in leaves,
leading to aberrant root development and root epidermal cell integrity, while rosettes
of this mutant had no overt phenotypic changes (Cruz-Ramírez et al., 2004). In
mammalian cells, disruption of PC production led to cell death (Cui et al., 1996).
Together, these results suggest that maintaining a certain level of PC is essential for
normal eukaryotic functions while in green tissue additional pathways for lipid
production may help alleviate mild decreases in PC content.
The change of membrane lipid composition may have other consequences. This
may be attributed to the change of membrane structure and fluidity since PC and PE
are different in head group size and shape. PC favors the formation of lipid bilayers
because of its cylindrical shape and is present in a high level in the outer leaflet of the
plasma membrane. In contrast, PE is present mostly in the inner leaflet of the plasma
membrane because of its cone shape and small head group. PE on its own forms
inverted hexagonal phases. When present with other lipids in a bilayer, PE gives a
lateral pressure that modulates membrane curvature and stabilizes membrane proteins
and plays a role in membrane fusion (van den Brink-van der Laan et al., 2004). A study
on AAPT1 in Triticum aestivum (wheat) indicates that the PC/PE ratio plays a role in
cold acclimation (Sutoh et al., 2010). AAPT mutants have increased PC/PE ratios as
well as changed acyl-chain composition in PC. It will of interest in the future study to
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explore how these lipids changes impact plant performance under challenging
conditions.

How is the PC level maintained?
AAPT1 and AAPT2 catalyze the last step in the Kennedy pathway, which are required
for PC and PE synthesis, as well as the plant-specific methylation pathway, so I
expected a concurrent decrease in PC and PE levels in AAPT1 and AAPT2 deficient
plants (Figure 12). Thus, the finding that PC level remains unchanged in the aapt1/2
KO, aapt1/2 hemizygotes and AAPT RNAi mutant plants is highly unexpected. How
is the PC level maintained in AAPT deficient plants? What pathways/enzymes are
involved in the compensation of PC level?
Our transcriptional profiling results indicate that the change of the gene
expression in the eukaryotic pathway for glycerolipid production is not responsible for
the lipid composition changes in AAPT RNAi plants with a well maintained PC level.
Based on the lipid profiling data, several possible hypotheses can be proposed to
explain this preservation of PC homeostasis. First, PE may be converted to PC directly
or indirectly (Figure 12). The lack of PE methyltransferase (PEMT) activity in most
plants including Arabidopsis suggests the conversion may go through a more
complicated route. My [3H]-ethanolamine labeling and pulse-chase assay suggest the
direct conversion of PE to PC is not a significant source of PC production. My data
showed decreased lysoPE in all the aapt1/2 KO, aapt1/2 hemizygotes and AAPT RNAi
lines. The turnover rate of PE is likely decreased in these mutant plants. It is possible
that some of the lysoPE is converted to its methylated form by a currently unknown
mechanism and then re-acylated to produce PC as the final product (Figure 12). In
addition, the recently reported enzyme glycerophosphocholine acyltransferase
(GPCAT), which acylates glycerol-3-phopshocholine to synthesize lysoPC (Larger et
al., 2015), may contribute to the increased level of lysoPC in AAPT-deficient plants.
Glycerol-3-phopshocholine is believed to be produced from de-acylation of PC, rather
than through de novo PC biosynthesis. However, GPCAT may help maintain PC level
by recycling glycerol-3-phopshocholine GPC in AAPT-deficient plants (Figure 12).
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PEAMT, known to convert P-Eth to P-Cho, may play a role in the shift of
production from PE to PC by altering the substrate availability, despite its lack of
transcript level change in AAPT deficient lines, since PEAMT was reported to be posttranscriptionally regulated by its upstream ORF (uORF) (Tabuchi et al., 2006) and its
activity was also reported to be inhibited by PA in wheat (Jost et al., 2009). Particularly,
the decreased level of PA in AAPT RNAi lines may de-repress the activity of PEAMT
and promote PC production in these plants.
The acyl composition of PC differs greatly from WT in AAPT-suppressed
plants. The increase in C34 PC occurs with a concomitant decrease in C36 PC, while
PE showed an opposite change with a decrease in C34 and increase in C36 species. The
increased level of C34 PC species might indicate that prokaryotic lipids play a role in
the compensation of PC level in AAPT deficient plants. However, my fatty acyl chain
position analysis does not support the existence of a significant amount of prokaryotic
lipids in PC, either in wild type or in AAPT RNAi lines. In contrast, the increase of C34
PC species is very well explained by the increase of C16 fatty acid in the sn-1 position
of PC in AAPT RNAi plants. The contribution of prokaryotic lipids is likely very small
(~2%) in the compensation of PC. I also did not observe overall increased prokaryotic
lipid production in response to blockage of the Kennedy pathway. The PE species that
was most decreased was 34:3 PE, whereas 34:2 PC exhibited the greatest increase. The
different PC and PE species argue against a direct conversion for C34 PE to C34 PC.
One plausible explanation is the differential substrate preference of AAPTs in plants:
AAPTs prefer C36 PC and C34 PE, thereby resulting in a decrease in both C36 PC and
C34 PE in AAPT-deficient plants.
In addition to PE, I also observed decreased PI and PG levels in the leaf samples
of AAPT RNAi lines. PI and PG are produced via the CDP-DAG pathway rather than
the Kennedy pathway. The biosynthesis of PI happens predominantly in the ER, while
PG can be synthesized in the ER and plastids. The species of PI that declined the most
are 34:3 PI and 34:2 PI, while the largest decrease was observed in 34:4 PG and 34:3
PG species. In comparison, PC is increased in 34:3 and 34:2 species. This species
difference argues against a direct conversion of PI to PC by head group exchange.
Consistent with this, I did not observe a significant increase of 34:1 PC when 34:1 PI
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and choline were co-infiltrated into the leaves of WT or AAPT RNAi lines. In the
former case, PI and PG are degraded to provide precursors for PC production, which
would still need the activity of AAPT (Figure 12).
Collectively, my data indicate that the reaction catalyzed by AAPT1 and 2 in
the Kennedy pathway is the major pathway for PC synthesis in Arabidopsis leaves and
seeds. AAPT1 and AAPT2 have overlapping functions, but AAPT1 contributes more
than AAPT2 to PC production in vegetative tissues (Figure 12). There is no head group
exchange between PI and PC, and the methylation of ethanolamine or PE contributes
little to PC production even in AAPT-deficient plants. Considering the embryonic
lethality of the aapt1/2 double KO and the retarded growth phenotype of the AAPT
RNAi lines, AAPTs are indispensable for PC production and plant growth and
development. In addition, GPCAT may play a role in maintaining the PC level in
AAPT-deficient plants by recycling glycerol-3-phosphocholine and reducing PC
degradation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials and growth conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana WT (Col-0) and T-DNA insertion lines of aapt1 (SALK_059178)
and aapt2 (SALK_150255) were obtained from ABRC (Ohio State University). The
homozygous KO mutants were isolated by PCR screening using pairs of gene-specific
primers

for

AAPT1

(5’-GAGTGATCAACTAAGAGTCTTTTC-3’
and

GTTTTGCATCAATACAACATTG-3’)

and

5’(5’-

AAPT2

TGTATTTTACACTGAAAAATGGG-3’ and 5’-CGACAATGCACCAACTATGTC3’), with a T-DNA left border primer (LBa1: 5’-TGGTTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG3’). Complementation lines were generated by cloning the whole genome sequences
(including the promoter region and terminator region) of AAPT1 (by 5’TTTGGCGCGCCTTCTTCGTTTGGTCACTCACTC-3’
TTTGGCGCGCCTTATTGCCCATTTTGTAGGTTC-3’)

5’-

and
and

TTTGGCGCGCCATGTCTTCTCGATTCCTCCT-3’

AAPT2
and

(by

5’5’-

TTTGGCGCGCCGTGTTGTTTTGTTCCGTTGT-3’) to the AscI cloning site of
binary vector pEC291, followed by transformation of WT plants by floral dipping.
AAPT RNAi lines were generated by cloning the 500-bp (1-500 bp) ORF of AAPT1 in
sense (by 5’-AAGCGCTCGAGATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATG-3’ and 5’AAGCGGGTACCAGAATAAGTGTGTTGGTGAAATAGT-3’) and antisense (by
5’-AAGCGTCTAGAATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATG-3’

and

5’-

AAGCGAAGCTTAGAATAAGTGTGTTGGTGAAATAGT-3’) directions to the
RNA interference vector pKannibal (into the XhoI and KpnI sites for the sense
fragment, and XbaI and HindIII sites for the antisense fragment), and then the senseantisense dsRNA AAPT cassette was cloned into the expression vector pBin35SRed1
by enzyme digestion, blunt end treatment and ligation, followed by WT plant
transformation. For screening, Arabidopsis seeds were surface-sterilized by 70% (v/v)
ethanol and 50% (v/v) bleach solution, followed by sterilized water wash (3-6 times).
The sterilized seeds were then spread and germinated on a ½MS plate with proper
antibiotics. For transplanting, 1- to 2-week-old seedlings (or until true leaves appeared)
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from plates were transferred to soil in 5 inch pots, with up to 4 plants per pot. Plants
were grown under 16 h 22°C light/8h 18°C dark period in a plant growth chamber.

Transcript analysis
RNA extraction and real-time PCR analysis of transcript levels were performed as
described previously (Li et al., 2011). Total RNA was extracted from leaves or seeds
using an RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) or an adapted cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) method, respectively. For the CTAB RNA extraction method, plant tissues
were ground into fine power in liquid nitrogen and extracted by 2% CTAB solution.
After phenol extraction, RNA was precipitated by 2 M LiCl. Before reverse
transcription, DNA contamination was removed by Turbo DNase (Ambion). cDNA
was synthesized using a qScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quanta Bioscience).
Real-time PCR was performed on a MyiQ real-time PCR detection system (Bio
Rad). SYBR green dye was used to detect the synthesis of PCR product. Ubiquitin-10
(UBQ10) was used as internal standard and for cDNA input adjustment (Ct≈20 for
UBQ10). PCR conditions were as follows: 95°C 3 min for 1 cycle; 95°C for 30 s, 60°C
for 30 s, and 72°C for 30s for 40 cycles; final extension is 72°C for 10 min, followed
by melting curve analysis. All primers used in real-time PCR are listed in Supplemental
Table 2.

Double mutant generation and segregation analysis
To generate the aapt1 aapt2 double mutant, homozygotes of aapt1 KO and aapt2 KO
were crossed by removing the unopened anthers from the female parent flower and
pollinated by the male parent flower. The F1 progenies were self-pollinated and F2
generation was screened by PCR using both AAPT1 and AAPT2 gene-specific primers
and LBa1as described above. The segregation ratios of aapt1/2 hemizygotes were
obtained by growing the self-pollinated seeds from previously identified aapt1/2
hemizygotes and screening by PCR. More than three rounds of screening results were
pooled. χ2 analysis was used to test the difference between the actual segregation and
theoretical ratios.
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Pollen viability analysis and seed development
A viability staining method using fluorescein diacetate/propidium iodide (FDA/PI) was
used for pollen viability analysis25. FDA was diluted to 5 μg/ml final concentration and
PI was used at 2 μg/ml final concentration in 15% sucrose solution just prior to the
experiment. One drop of the FDA/PI staining solution was spotted on glass slides and
detached anthers were stirred in the solution to obtain a sufficient number of pollen
grains. A cover glass was then applied and the stained pollen was observed under
confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 700). Viable pollen is stained green by fluorescein
that is produced by active esterases, while dead pollen is stained red due to increased
membrane permeability to PI. For the seed development assay, maturing siliques (1014 days after pollination) were used. Siliques were dissected and observed under a
stereo microscope.

Lipid extraction and analysis
Polar lipids were extracted and analyzed by a liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry (LC-MS)-based method as described before (Welti et al., 2002). Briefly,
fresh tissues (leaves or seeds) were immersed in hot (75°C) isopropanol for 15 min to
inactivate PLD activity. Then 5 more extractions using chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v,
with 0.01% butylated hydroxytoluene, BHT) were performed and the 6 extracts were
combined. After extractions by 1M KCl and H2O, lipids phase were dried under
nitrogen gas. The result lipids were diluted and applied to LC-MS (API 4000) detection
system and data were processed by Analyst 1.5.1.

PLA2 treatment and leaf fatty acid position/composition analysis.
Total leaf lipids were dried and dispersed in 500 μl reaction buffer (100 mM HEPES,
pH 7.4, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2) by sonication. Ten units of PLA2 from honeybee
venom (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to start the reaction at 37°C for 2 h. The reaction
was terminated by the addition of 500 μl 500 mM NaCl and 2 ml methanol/chloroform
(2:1, v/v). The lower phase was transferred to a separate tube. Two additional
extractions with 1ml chloroform were performed and the organic phases were
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combined and subjected to LC-MS-based lipid analysis. Untreated lipids were used as
control.
For leaf fatty acid composition analysis, 10 μg total lipids were dried and
analyzed by transmethylation and gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector
(GC-FID). For PC fatty acid composition analysis, total leaf lipids were separated on
TLC, and then the PC spot was recovered and analyzed by transmethylation and GC
(Li et al., 2011).

Leaf infiltration with PI and choline
Young leaves were harvested and several wounds were cut to facilitate the infiltration.
C34:1-PI (1 μg) was dried under N2 gas and rehydrated with 100 μl 0.1% silwet L-77
and 10 μg choline chloride, followed by sonication to disperse the lipids. Ten
microliters of the solution was spotted on each leaf disc and infiltrated under vacuum
for 1 h. Leaf discs treated with the same solution but without added PI and choline were
used as control. Lipid was extracted and profiled as described above.

Choline and ethanolamine labeling
Radioisotope labeling of seedlings was adapted from a method reported previously
(Bates et al., 2012). Twenty seedlings were used for each sample and grown in media
(1/2 MS media with 0.5% sucrose, pH 5.8) in 24-well cell culture plates under 24 h
light, 22°C for 10 days. [3H]-choline (choline chloride [methyl-3H], American
radiolabeled chemicals, ART-0197) or [3H]-ethanolamine (ethanolamine [1-3H]
hydrochloride, American radiolabeled chemicals, ART-0216) were added to labeling
medium (5 mM MES, 1/2 MS media with 0.5% sucrose, pH 5.8) at a final concentration
of 0.5 μCi/ml. Labeling was initiated by transferring the seedlings to the [ 3H]-cholineor [3H]-ethanolamine-containing medium. At 3, 6, 10, 30 and 60 minutes, labeled
seedlings were quickly transferred to a tube containing preheated (>75°C) isopropanol
with 0.01% BHT to stop labeling and lipids were extracted as described previously.
Three repeats were used for each line at each time point. For the pulse-chase assay,
seedlings were incubated with the radiolabeled substrate for 30 minutes and then
transferred to labeling media without substrates for another 1 h before lipid extraction.
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An aliquot from each lipid extract was resolved on a TLC plate (chloroform: methanol:
acetic acid: H2O = 85:15:12.5:3.5). PE and PC spots were collected and counted with
a Tri-Carb liquid scintillation counter (PerkinElmer). The radioactivity of PC and PE
were normalized to the total fatty acids in the sample, which was obtained by transmethylation of the aliquot from the same sample and quantified on gas chromatography
with fatty acid 17:0 as internal standard (Li et al., 2011).

Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data libraries
under the following accession numbers: AAPT1, At1g13560; AAPT2, At3g25585;
UBQ10, At4g05230.
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Supplemental Figure 11. Lipid species change after PI-choline infiltration in WT
and AAPT RNAi leaves.
Supplemental Figure 12. Free choline content in WT and AAPT RNAi plants. 2
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Supplemental Table 2. Primers used for realtime-PCR.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Figure 1. Secondary structure prediction of AAPT. Prediction was
performed by TMHMM 2.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/) engine.
Multiple transmembrane domains are shown as red blocks.
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A

AAPT1

B

AAPT2

Supplemental Figure 2. Expression profile of AAPT1 and AAPT2 by Genevestigator.
The expression level of A) AAPT1 and B) AAPT2 in different tissues. Notably,
expression level of both AAPT1 and AAPT2 are highly up-regulated in sperm cells.
Data were extracted from https://www.genevestigator.com/gv/plant.jsp. Red boxes
emphasize the expression level of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in sperm cell. Values are
means±SE.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Total phospholipid content in WT, aapt1/2 KO and hemizygous
leaves. The rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used. Values are means±SD
(n≥4). * marks differences between WT and mutants at P<0.05 based on Student’s ttest. In all figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and aapt2-HEMI
refers to aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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Supplemental Figure 4. C34 and C36 PE content in WT, aapt1/2 KO and hemizygous
leaves. The rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used. PE34 and PE36 are
pooled sub-species and normalized to total PE. Values are means±SD (n≥4). * and **
mark differences between WT and mutants at P<0.05 and P<0.01, respectively based
on Student’s t-test. In all figures, aapt1-HEMI refers to aapt1/AAPT1 aapt2/aapt2, and
aapt2-HEMI refers to aapt1/aapt1 aapt2/AAPT2.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Major phospholipid species in the leaves of WT and aapt1/2
complementation plants. Genomic AAPT1/2 gene cassettes, including promoter and
terminator regions, were introduced into aapt1/2 KO mutants. The rosette leaves of 3to 5-week-old plants were used. Lipids were extracted from leaves and profiled as
described. Lipid content was normalized to total phospholipid content. Values are
means±SD (n=3). AAPT1 COMP refers to AAPT1 complementation under aapt1 KO
background, and AAPT2 COMP refers to AAPT2 complementation under aapt2 KO
background.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Root
and root hair development in WT, aapt1/2 KO and AAPT
*
RNAi lines. Seedlings were grown on plates vertically. Root hairs were measured at
day 4. Very similar root elongation was seen between WT and aapt1/2 KO plants (not
shown for clarity). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutants at P<0.05 and
P<0.01, respectively based on Student’s t-test.
A) Root growth of WT and AAPT RNAi lines. Values are means±SD (n>20).
B) Root hair density in the middle of the stem. Values are means±SE (n=10).
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C) Root hair length in the middle of the stem. Values are means±SE (n>200).
D) Root hair density near the root tip. Values are means±SE (n=10).
E) Root hair length near the root tip. Values are means±SE (n>90; n>200 for RNAi).
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Supplemental Figure 7. Segregation of AAPT RNAi (R56) heterozygotes. Yellow
arrows indicate segregated homozygotes.
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Supplemental Figure 8. TLC and quantification of PC and PE from WT and AAPT
RNAi (R56) plants. The rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used. Total lipids
were extracted and resolved on a TLC plate, PC and PE spots were recovered and lipid
content was determined by phosphorus content. Values are mean±SD (n=3). * marks
difference between WT and R56 RNAi lines at P<0.05 based on Student’s t-test.
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Supplemental Figure 9. Phospholipid species in seeds of WT, aapt1/2 KO and AAPT
RNAi plants. Developing seeds at 10-14 days after flowering were used. Lipid
content was normalized to total phospholipid content.Values are means±SD (n≥4). *
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Supplemental Figure 10. Leaf fatty acid composition of WT and AAPT RNAi plants.
The rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used. Total lipids were extracted as
described and an aliquot was used for transmethylation and GC analysis. Values are
means±SD (n=3). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutants at P<0.05 and
P<0.01, respectively based on Student’s t-test.
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Supplemental Figure 11. Lipid species change after PI-choline infiltration in WT and
AAPT RNAi leaves. The rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used. PI 34:1
and choline were co-infiltrated into the leaves of WT and AAPT RNAi lines under
vacuum for 1 h. Values are means±SD (n=3). * and ** mark differences between
samples with and without infiltration in WT or AAPT RNAi lines at P<0.05 and P<0.01,
respectively based on Student’s t-test.
A) PI species; B) LysoPC species; C) C34 PC species; D) C36 PC species; E) C34 PE
species; F) C36 PE species. -: without infiltration; +: infiltrated with PI and choline.
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Supplemental Figure 12. Free choline content in WT and AAPT RNAi plants. The
rosette leaves of 3- to 5-week-old plants were used and choline content in the aqueous
phase was determined by choline oxidase coupled with horseradish peroxidase and
amplex red. Values are means±SD (n=3).
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Supplemental Table 1. Verification of targets of AAPT dsRNA construct.

The potential targets of AAPT RNAi construct were analyzed by dsCheck
(http://dscheck.rnai.jp/). No significant off-target effect is expected.

Gene and function

Miss 0

Miss 1

Miss 2

AAPT1

482

0

0

AAPT2

43

78

150

Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase s unit

0

3

6

JMT, methylation of JA

0

2

3

At1g73060, unknown

0

1

4

At1g73070, leucine-rich repeat family

0

1

4

At1g02610, Zinc finger protein

0

1

3

At1g05710, ethylene response

0

1

3

At2g19390, unknown

0

0

7

AHK2, histidine kinase

0

0

5

At4g10925, F-box

0

0

5
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Supplemental Table 2. Primers used for realtime-PCR.

Accession Number Primer name Primer sequence
At4g05230

At1g13560

At3g25585

At1g71697

At1g74320

At4g09760

At2g26830

At2g32260

At4g15130

UBQ10-F

CACACTCCACTTGGTCTTGCGT

UBQ10-R

TGGTCTTTCCGGTGAGAGTCTTCA

AAPT1-F

GCCCTTGGAATCTACTGCTT

AAPT1-R

TTCTACATAACTTCACCTATCCTG

AAPT2-F

ACGAACCAAAAGGATTGAAAAC

AAPT2-R

TCCACAAGAGGAACCCCGTC

CK1-F

CCAGGAGAAGGAGAAAGGAGAAGG

CK1-R

CACTTGTTGCATTCCCTGTAGAGC

CK2-F

ATGGCTGCCGATTACCACACTG

CK2-R

ATCTTTGTCGCTCCTCCACACCAG

CK3-F

CTACACTTCTTGGTCGCTTCGC

CK3-R

AAGATCGGTTGCCGATAGTGTCC

EK-F

CAGACAAACCAGACGAGGTCAG

EK-R

ACTCAATGGGAGACATCCTTGCC

CCT1-F

AGGAGTTTCTTGACAAGCACCAG

CCT1-R

AGCTCCGCTTGAATCAGCATAGG

CCT2-F

TCCAGATGCACCATGGGTTCTTAC
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At2g38670

At1g80860

At3g18000

At1g73600

At1g48600

CCT2-R

AGCTCCACTAGTATCCGCATAGGG

ECT-F

TCTTAGACGTGCTCGAGAGCTTGG

ECT-R

ATGCGCTCCTCGTTTAGCACTGAC

PLMT-F

ATGCTCGTGCCAAATCCATCTC

PLMT-R

ACTGACGTTCATGGGAGTTGAGC

PEAMT1-F

ACTGATGTGATCGCAGAGGA

PEAMT1-R

AGCTTTGACTTCCATCCTCCA

PEAMT2-F

TGGCTCACAGTCACACTAATGGC

PEAMT2-R

TGGATTTCACGCTCCTCGCATAAG

PMEAMT-F CAAGCGAAAGTCAAACCCCA
PMEAMT-R CAATGCATTTGCAGCCAACC
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Supplemental Table 3. Transcriptional profiling of enzymes in the Kennedy pathway
and methylation process in leaves and seeds of AAPT RNAi plants.

Primers were designed by Quantprime (http://www.quantprime.de/) or manually
(Supplemental Table 2). Data are represented as fold change of transcript level in AAPT
RNAi plants against WT. Values are averages of 3 independent AAPT RNAi lines±SD.
Enzymes

Choline kinase

Gene name

Gene locus Fold of WT

Fold of WT

level in

level in

leaves

seeds

CK1

At1g71697

1.07±0.12

0.86±0.04

CK2

At1g74320

1.04±0.11

1.01±0.09

CK3

At4g09760

0.80±0.18

1.06±0.25

Ethanolamine kinase

EK

At2g26830

0.90±0.02

1.07±0.29

Choline phosphate

CCT1

At2g32260

0.85±0.11

0.89±0.10

cytidylyltransferase

CCT2

At4g15130

1.10±0.11

0.78±0.17

Ethanolamine

ECT

At2g38670

1.33±0.42

2.09±0.27

PLMT

At1g80860

1.20±0.22

1.11±0.16

Phosphoethanolamine

PEAMT1

At3g18000

1.01±0.20

0.98±0.16

N-methyltransferase

PEAMT2

At1g73600

0.60±0.04

1.13±0.19

PMEAMT

At1g48600

1.09±0.25

1.72±0.74

Aminoalcohol-

AAPT1

At1g13560

0.24±0.06

0.16±0.02

phosphotransferase

AAPT2

At3g25585

0.27±0.07

0.23±0.12

phosphate
cytidylyltransferase
Phospholipids Nmethyltransferase
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Chapter 3. Effect of Aminoalcoholphosphotransferases 1 and 2 on
Seed Oil Production in Arabidopsis and Camelina
ABSTRACT
The role of AAPTs in PC and PE homeostasis suggests they may play an important
role in oil production. Here I tested the oil content of aapt1/2 KO and AAPT RNAi
seeds. Significant decreases of oil content were observed in most mutant lines. Fatty
acid composition analysis showed more long-chain fatty acids in mutant seeds,
supporting the blockage of the de novo PC/PE biosynthesis. I generated seed specific
AAPT overexpression (OE) lines in Arabidopsis and Camelina. Significant increase of
oil content was achieved in multiple OE lines. No significant fatty acid change was
found in these AAPT OE lines. The lipid composition showed no major change in the
developing seeds of AAPT seed specific OE Camelina lines.
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INTRODUCTION
PC is regarded as a key intermediate in TAG production (Chapman and Ohlrogge, 2012,
Figure 4, Chapter 1). AAPTs play a pivot role in the de novo PC biosynthesis (Liu et
al., 2015). I hypothesized the genetic manipulation of AAPT1 and AAPT2 should
change the supply of the cellular PC pool, thus affecting the oil production in seeds.
The underlying mechanism that leads to oil content change may be more complicated,
beyond the single gene effect. The lipid profiling of aapt mutant seeds showed no
decrease of PC level in my previous study, however, I did find the PC biosynthesis rate
was lowered in aapt mutants (Liu et al., 2015). The combined effect of slower PC
production and slower PC turnover rate may hamper oil production, which need further
test. Conversely, the increase of AAPT expression may increase the oil production.
Unlike its upstream enzymes choline kinase (CK; Wu and Vance, 2010) and
choline phosphate cytidylyltransferase (CCT; Weinhold and Feldman, 1992), AAPT
(or cholinephosphotransferase, CPT) was generally regarded as non-committing
enzymes. In animal cells, CK is considered to catalyze the first committed step of PC
biosynthesis due to its high affinity to choline, while CCT is considered to be the ratelimiting enzyme due to its low expression level and slow reaction (Fagone
and Jackowski, 2013). A study on the effect of overexpressing CCT and CPT on ER
proliferation showed that CCT itself was sufficient to enhance PC biosynthesis in
fibroblasts, but not CPT (Sriburi et al., 2007). However, plant cells can be quite
different from animal cells in many ways, including lipid requirements and metabolism.
In seeds, the expression level of the enzyme AAPT2, which favors PC production more
than AAPT1, is upregulated according to genevestigator and eFP browser tools
(Zimmermann et al., 2004; Winter et al., 2007). A recent study that used computer to
calculate the free energy of metabolic pathways (Latendresse, 2013) showed that the
standard free energy under physiological conditions (ΔrG°’) of the reaction that AAPTs
catalyze is very negative (~-15.3 kcal/mol according to MetaCyc), which is comparable
to CK (~-13.6 kcal/mol), although still significantly lower than CCT (~-103.3 kcal/mol).
Although the cellular concentration of the products of AAPT (CMP and PC) are
expected to be much higher than the substrates (CDP-choline and DAG), it is not likely
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this reaction has reached equilibrium in normal cells. Thus, the seed specific
overexpression of AAPTs is a promising way to promote PC production, which may in
turn enhance oil production in seeds.
A close relative of Arabidopsis thaliana, Camelina sativa, has come to attention
for oil production in recent years (Lu and Kang, 2008; Ghamkhar et al., 2010;
Vollmann and Eynck, 2015). Comparing with Arabidopsis, Camelina has slightly
longer life cycle and lower oil content but much higher seed yield. Comparing with
other major oil crops, such as soybean and rapeseeds, Camelina is not yet considered
to be a plant for foodstock and is adapted to cold semiarid climate zones. The relatively
high oil content and its resemblance to Arabidopsis make Camelina a perfect target to
introduce the currently working constructs tested in Arabidopsis. Here, I use the same
construct for both Arabidopsis and Camelina transformation.
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RESULTS
Mutant AAPT lines showed decreased oil content
To determine the importance of AAPTs on Arabidopsis seed oil accumulation, I
checked the oil content in all the AAPT mutant lines, including aapt1 KO, aapt2 KO,
aapt1/2 hemizygotes and AAPT RNAi lines. I observed significant decreases of oil
content in most of these mutant lines comparing with WT (Figure 1A), by a mild 2%
(from 39% to 37%). I then examined the FA composition in these lines. No consistent
change was observed in any of the saturated and unsaturated medium chain (C16 and
C18) FAs. However, the long chain FAs (>C18) combined showed consistent increased
level in all mutant lines, among which the increases in aapt2 KO, AAPT1/aapt1
aapt2/aapt2 and all the AAPT RNAi lines were significant comparing with WT (Figure
1B).
Seed specific overexpression of AAPT increased oil content in Arabidopsis and
Camelina
To further test the effect of AAPTs on seed oil accumulation, cDNAs of AAPT1 and
AAPT2 were first cloned to βConSoyHyg plasmid, in order to acquire the seed specific
promoter pβConglycinin. Then the promoter-gene cassette was further cloned to the
expression vector p35S-FAST. The constructs were introduced into Arabidopsis by and
Camelina agrobacteria mediated transformation. After screening the recovered seeds
on Kanamycin plates, multiple PCR positive lines were confirmed.
The seeds of the positive Arabidopsis and Camelina lines were used for oil
analysis. A traditional transmethylation-GC analysis was used. The high oil lines in T1
generation were brought to T2 generation for further analysis. Among the multiple
AAPT1 and AAPT2 OE lines, several AAPT2 OE lines, such as AAPT2-17 and AAPT218 showed consistent higher oil content compared with WT (Figure 2A), while other
AAPT1 and AAPT2 OE lines either showed no oil increase or were not consistently
high in oil. The increases were as high as 21% and consistent with the transcript level
increase (Figure 2B). Similarly, multiple AAPT OE Camelina lines showed increased
oil content. However, due to the smaller sample size (5 seeds in Camelina vs 100 seeds
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Figure 1. Oil content and FA composition in aapt1 KO, aapt2 KO, aapt1/2
hemizygotes and AAPT RNAi (R56, R104 and R125) seeds. Seeds from Arabidopsis
were directly transmethylated in methanol (with 1.5% H2SO4 and 0.01%BHT) and
extracted by hexane. Samples were loaded on GC to analyze FA content. Values are
means ±SD (n>5). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutant at P<0.05 and
at P<0.01, respectively, based on Student’s t-test.
A) Oil content in aapt mutant seeds.
B) FA composition in aapt mutant seeds.
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Figure 2. Oil content and FA composition in AAPT seed specific OE seeds. AAPT1 and
AAPT2 cDNA were driven by pβConglycinin promoter and transformed to Arabidopsis
and Camelina. Seeds from Arabidopsis and Camelina (smashed first) were directly
transmethylated in methanol (with 1.5% H2SO4 and 0.01%BHT) and extracted by
hexane. Samples were loaded on GC to analyze FA content. Values are means ±SD
(n>5). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutant at P<0.05 and at P<0.01,
respectively, based on Student’s t-test.
A) Oil content in Arabidopsis AAPT OE seeds.
B) AAPT transcript level in Arabidopsis AAPT OE siliques.
C) Oil content in Camelina AAPT OE seeds, scanned by NMR.
D) FA composition in Arabidopsis AAPT OE seeds of high oil lines.
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in Arabidopsis), the GC analysis does not always reflect the oil content of the whole
population, resulting in inconsistent results. To complement this method, I also used a
benchtop NMR machine for non-invasive Camelina seed oil content analysis in
addition to GC analysis (Colnago et al., 2007). Similar to Arabidopsis, I identified
multiple Camelina lines with higher oil content by NMR (Figure 2C), generally in
agreement with the GC results (data not shown) but with better data quality, the highest
increase was about 15%. The FA composition of Arabidopsis AAPT OE lines was
analyzed. In the two consistent high oil lines, a trend of decreased saturated FA (16:0
and 18:0) and increased 18:3 was observed (Figure 2D). Since 18:2 was simultaneously
decreased in AAPT OE lines, it is hard to conclude the major source of the increased
18:3 was from saturated FAs.
No significant change of phospholipid profiles was found in developing AAPT OE
Camelina seeds
The lipid composition in the developing seeds may reflect the underlying basis of the
change of oil accumulation. I have already shown that the aapt mutant seeds have
greatly changed phospholipid profile (Liu et al., 2015), which may be the result of a
compromised de novo biosynthesis of PC and PE and the combined effect of other
compensation pathways. I used developing Camelina seeds from WT and multiple high
oil lines for lipid profiling. No significant change was found in any of the major (Figure
3A) or minor (Figure 3B) phospholipid species. The species in each class of
phospholipids also showed no significant change (data not shown).
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Figure 3. Lipid profiling of AAPT OE Camelina seeds. About 2-week-old Camelina
seeds were harvested and incubated in hot isopropanol to deactivate PLD. Total lipids
were extracted by 3 more extractions by chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v). Lipids were
dried and resuspend by chloroform and analyzed by LC-MS. Values are means ±SD
(n≥3).
A) Major phospholipid species.
B) Minor phospholipid species.
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DISCUSSION
AAPTs are positive oil effectors
Our current results support the positive role that AAPTs play in seed oil accumulation.
As the major de novo PC producer, I may expect the lack of AAPT to have greater
effect on oil content or fatty acid composition, such as a greater oil decrease or
decreased saturation of seed oil. I only observed ~2% decrease of total oil content in
mutant lines and no consistent change of saturation level. In contrast, I found the long
chain FAs increased consistently in all aapt mutant lines. This increase of long chain
FAs can be easily explained by the competition between de novo biosynthesis of PC/PE
and the FA elongation pathway. When the Kennedy pathway is blocked due to the
deficiency of AAPTs, more acyl-CoAs exported from plastid are available to other
pathways, including FA elongation. The effect was not very huge, since the de novo
biosynthesis of phospholipids is not the only way that nascent acyl-CoAs incorporate
into phospholipids. As discussed previously (Figure 4, Chapter 1), acyl-editing and
head-group exchange are two other important pathways that PC acquires more
saturated FAs.
It is debatable if the overexpression of AAPTs should have major effect on PC
biosynthesis and oil accumulation. The reaction AAPT catalyzes was shown to be
reversible in animal system under certain conditions (Tsao, 1986; Roberti et al., 1992).
According to MetaCyc (http://metacyc.org), the reaction CCT catalyzes has a much
more negative ΔrG°’ than CPT (Latendresse, 2013)), rendering it more likely a
committed step enzyme. However, AAPTs are directly involved in membrane lipid
formation, and the steep energy barrier potential (ΔrG°’~-15.3kcal/mol, K~1010-1011)
for the reaction they catalyze makes it very unlikely that the reverse reaction should
occur universally under physiological conditions based on my calculation. The
negative free energy should help maintain the high ratio of PC: DAG in plant cells,
making PC a more accessible lipid substrate for TAG production. I did not see
significant phospholipid change in AAPT OE seeds, since the overexpression of AAPTs
may not change this situation greatly. However, the increased AAPT enzyme amount
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may help accelerate the formation and turnover of PC, channeling more FAs into TAG,
which may be the cause of the increased 18:3 and decreased saturated FAs in high oil
Arabidopsis AAPT OE lines.
The Kennedy pathway and TAG production
The Kennedy pathway is considered to be directly linked to TAG production, since the
intermediate DAG is the substrate of all known TAG producing enzymes. In addition,
the direct product of the Kennedy pathway, PC, is considered to play a key role in FA
desaturation and channeling unsaturated FAs into TAG (Chapman and Ohlrogge, 2012).
Thus the enzymes in the Kennedy pathway are all potential oil enhancers.
The first enzyme in the Kennedy pathway that determines the fate of PA is
phosphatidic acid hydrolase (PAH). PAH produces DAG by hydrolyzing the phosphate
from PA. A study on Arabidopsis PAH1 and PAH2 showed that the double mutant
pah1 pah2 lines were retarded in growth but overproduced phospholipids in vegetative
tissues. In seeds, in contrast, the FA content was decreased in the double mutant lines
(Eastmond et al., 2010). A follow-up study showed that the effect of PAH on PC
production was due to altered CCT activity, which was regulated by PA (Craddock et
al., 2015). The seemingly opposite roles that PAH played in vegetative tissues and
seeds may be explained by the different metabolic priorities. In seeds, the active TAG
formation may require more DAG supply from PAH, while in vegetative tissues the
PA-promoted PL production is the dominant effect. It is possible to avoid the potential
negative effect of PAH on vegetative growth by using seed-specific promoter in genetic
engineering.
Though considered as the committed enzymes in the Kennedy pathway, very
few studies have been done on the effect of CK and CCT on seed oil production. Only
indirect evidence was shown to indicate the involvement of CCT in seed oil production
(Li et al., 2013). The lack of direct link to lipids may be the reason, since the function
of CK and CCT is to supply activated head-group for PC production. The importance
of PC to oil production and the positive effect of CK and CCT on PC production suggest
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they may play a bigger role in oil accumulation. It is interesting to test the effect of KO
or OE of CK and CCT genes on oil production in plants
AAPTs are promising targets for the effort to increase oil production in plants.
However, their sole effect may not be enough to further increase oil production. The
combination with other synergic enzymes, especially the enzymes that produce the
substrates of AAPT, such as PAH that produces DAG, and CCT that produces CDPcholine, may amplify the effect AAPTs have on PC and TAG production. Furthermore,
a master regulator of lipid production, such as a transcription factor that regulates
multiple lipid metabolism enzymes, may be the key to solve the whole problem without
the tedious stacking of every TAG related enzyme we have.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials and growth conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana WT (Col-0) and T-DNA insertion lines of aapt1 (SALK_059178)
and aapt2 (SALK_150255) were obtained from ABRC (Ohio State University). The
homozygous KO mutants were isolated by PCR screening using pairs of gene-specific
primers

for

AAPT1

(5’-GAGTGATCAACTAAGAGTCTTTTC-3’
and

GTTTTGCATCAATACAACATTG-3’)

AAPT2

and

5’(5’-

TGTATTTTACACTGAAAAATGGG-3’ and 5’-CGACAATGCACCAACTATGTC3’), with a T-DNA left border primer (LBa1: 5’-TGGTTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG3’). AAPT RNAi lines were generated by cloning the 500-bp (1-500 bp) ORF of AAPT1
in sense (by 5’-AAGCGCTCGAGATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATG-3’ and 5’AAGCGGGTACCAGAATAAGTGTGTTGGTGAAATAGT-3’) and antisense (by
5’-AAGCGTCTAGAATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATG-3’

and

5’-

AAGCGAAGCTTAGAATAAGTGTGTTGGTGAAATAGT-3’) directions to the
RNA interference vector pKannibal (into the XhoI and KpnI sites for the sense
fragment, and XbaI and HindIII sites for the antisense fragment), and then the senseantisense dsRNA AAPT cassette was cloned into the expression vector pBin35SRed1
by enzyme digestion, blunt end treatment and ligation, followed by WT plant
transformation. AAPT seed specific OE lines were generated by cloning the cDNA
sequence of AAPT1 and AAPT2 from the total first strand cDNA preparation from WT.
For cloning of AAPT1 (5’-GCGGCGGCCGCATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATGG3’ and 5’-GCGGCGGCCGCAAGCTTCTTTACGCGTGATCC-3’) and AAPT2 (5’GCGGCGGCCGCATGGGTTACATAGGAGCTCATGG-3’

and

5’-

GCGGCGGCCGCAAGCTTCTTTCCGAGTAATCCTG-3’) to βConSoyHyg, gene
specific primers with NotI restriction sites were used. For the further sub-cloning of
AAPT1 and AAPT2 to p35S-FAST, pβConglycinin specific forward primer with KpnI
restriction site and gene specific primer with BamHI restriction site were used.
Arabidposis and Camelina were transformed by floral dip method mediated by
agrobacteria. For screening, Arabidopsis and Camelina seeds were surface-sterilized
by 70% (v/v) ethanol and 50% (v/v) bleach solution, followed by sterilized water wash
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(3-6 times). The sterilized seeds were then spread and germinated on a ½MS plate with
proper antibiotics. For transplanting, 1- to 2-week-old seedlings (or until true leaves
appeared) from plates were transferred to soil in 5 inch pots, with up to 4 plants per pot.
Plants were grown under 16 h 22°C light/8h 18°C dark period in a plant growth
chamber.

Oil content and FA composition analysis
For oil analysis, 2-3mg dried Arabidopsis seeds or 5 Camelina dry seeds (~5-6mg) were
used. A lab standard transmethylation-GC analysis method was used (Li et al., 2013).
Briefly, Arabidopsis and Camelina seeds were placed in glass tubes with Teflon-lined
screw caps. 1.5 mL of methanol with 1.5% H2SO4 and 0.01% butylated hydroxytoluene
was added. For Camelina, the seeds need to be smashed for better transmethylation
efficiency. The samples were incubated for 1 h at 90°C water bath for oil extraction
and transmethylation. Fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) were extracted with
hexane. FAMEs were quantified using gas chromatography on a SUPELCOWAX-10
(0.25 mm × 30 m) column with helium as a carrier gas at 20 mL min−1 and detection
by flame ionization. The oven temperature was maintained at 170°C for 1 min and then
ramped to 210°C at 3°C min−1. FAMEs from TAG were identified by comparing their
retention times with FAMEs in a standard mixture. Heptadecanoic acid (17:0) was used
as the internal standard to quantify the amounts of individual fatty acids. Fatty acid
composition is expressed in mole percentage.
For NMR oil analysis, an Oxford instruments benchtop NMR machine was used
(Colnago et al., 2007). About 0.3g seeds for each sample were used. Seeds need to be
pre-cleaned to get rid of unwanted plant materials. Camelina oil was used to calibrate
the NMR machine. Oil content was determined by inserting the probe that contains the
seeds into the machine and scanned automatically.

Transcript analysis
RNA extraction and real-time PCR analysis of transcript levels were performed as
described previously (Li et al., 2011). Total RNA was extracted from maturing siliques
using an adapted cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method. Briefly, plant
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tissues were ground into fine power in liquid nitrogen and extracted by 2% CTAB
solution. After phenol extraction, RNA was precipitated by 2 M LiCl. Before reverse
transcription, DNA contamination was removed by Turbo DNase (Ambion). cDNA
was synthesized using a qScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quanta Bioscience).
Real-time PCR was performed on a MyiQ real-time PCR detection system (Bio
Rad). SYBR green dye was used to detect the synthesis of PCR product. Ubiquitin-10
(UBQ10) was used as internal standard and for cDNA input adjustment (Ct≈20 for
UBQ10). PCR conditions were as follows: 95°C 3 min for 1 cycle; 95°C for 30 s, 60°C
for 30 s, and 72°C for 30s for 40 cycles; final extension is 72°C for 10 min, followed
by melting curve analysis.

Lipid extraction and analysis
Polar lipids were extracted and analyzed by a liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry (LC-MS)-based method as described before (Welti et al., 2002). Briefly,
fresh tissues (Camelina seeds one week after flowering) were collected and immersed
in hot (75°C) isopropanol for 15 min to inactivate PLD activity. Then 3 more
extractions using chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v, with 0.01% butylated hydroxytoluene,
BHT) were performed and the 4 extracts were combined. After extractions by 1M KCl
and H2O, lipids phase were dried under nitrogen gas. The result lipids were diluted and
applied to LC-MS (API 4000) detection system and data were processed by Analyst
1.5.1 and Microsoft EXCEL.
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Chapter 4. Transcriptional Regulation of Phospholipid Metabolism
and Seed Oil Production by the Homeodomain Transcription Factor
GLABRA 2

ABSTRACT
GLABRA 2 (GL2) is a homeodomain transcription factor. Previous report showed GL2
is a negative regulator of oil accumulation (Shen et al., 2006). GL2 also negatively
regulates phospholipase D ζ1 (PLDζ1), which functions in root hair patterning and is a
potential oil enhancer. Here I showed that GL2 binds to the central phospholipid
metabolite, phosphatidic acid (PA). The PA binding region was mapped to the leucine
zipper region in the DNA binding domain of GL2. The interaction with PA impairs the
DNA binding ability of GL2, suggesting that PA is a negative regulator of GL2. I have
identified potential targets of GL2 in phospholipid metabolism pathways, including
aminoalcoholphosphotransferase 1 (AAPT1), choline phosphate cytidylyltransferase 1
(CCT1), choline kinase 4 (CK4), DAG acyltransferase 3 (DGAT3), phospholipid:DAG
acyltransferase 1 (PDAT1), phosphatidic acid hydrolase 2 (PAH2), PLDζ1 and PLDζ2,
by chromatin immuno-precipitation (ChIP) and gel mobility shift assay. I introduced
GL2 RNAi construct to Arabidopsis and Camelina and observed increased oil
production in several lines. Little change in fatty acid composition and phospholipid
composition was found in developing seed-specific GL2 RNAi seeds. In addition, the
GL2 RNAi did not affect the seed coat mucilage formation. These data suggest GL2 is
a potential master regulator in PC production and seed oil accumulation.
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INTRODUCTION
Seed oil accumulation happens during seed maturation, which is regulated by a
complex transcriptional network. The loss-of-function of the TFs in this process often
leads to seed abortion or the failure to accumulate certain storage compounds, such as
protein, sugar and oil (Baud and Lepiniec, 2010). Some TFs in seed maturation
processes were identified to be related to seed oil accumulation, including LEC1, LEC2,
FUS3 and WRI1 (Baud et al., 2007, 2009; Mu et al., 2008; Santos Mendoza et al., 2005,
2008; Pouvreau et al., 2011). Among these TFs, LEC1 (Lotan et al., 1998), LEC2
(Braybrook et al., 2006) and FUS3 (Luerssen et al., 1998) are considered as general
seed maturation regulators, which regulates multiple aspect of seed maturation. The
ectopic expression of LEC2 in Arabidopsis led to the accumulation of the transcripts of
seed maturation regulators and oil body proteins in vegetative tissues (Kim et al., 2013),
suggesting LEC2 is a master seed maturation regulator. On the other hand, WRI1 was
found to act downstream of LEC2, specifying its regulatory function towards late
glycolysis and fatty acid biosynthesis pathways (Baud et al., 2007). In a comparative
transcriptome study between date palm (almost accumulates no oil) and oil palm
(accumulates up to 90% oil) mesocarp, WRI1 was found to be the most upregulated TF
in oil palm (Bourgis et al., 2011). As a result, a lot of attention has been paid on WRI1
in enhancing seed oil accumulation (Ma et al., 2013). The mechanism of the lately
discovered negative oil regulator GL2 (Shen et al., 2006) on oil accumulation is not
fully clear. On the other hand, little is known about how the pathways downstream of
FA biosynthesis, including glycerolipid and oil production, are regulated at the
transcription level.
In yeast, a transcription factor Opi1p is a metabolic switch that controls the
expression of many enzymes in phospholipid biosynthesis (Loewen et al., 2004;
Carman and Henry, 2007; Wilson et al., 2011). Opi1p binds to PA in order to “sense”
the cellular PA level. PA inhibits the function of Opi1p by retaining it on the
ER/nucleus membrane with the help of Scs2p, which is an ER membrane protein. When
inositol is added or under carbon starvation, PA is quickly depleted by PI production
or phosphatidic acid phosphatase (PAP) activity, leading to Opi1p release and entering
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the nucleus. Opi1p inhibits the expression of many lipid metabolism genes with
UASINO element, preventing the cell from overproducing lipids under unfavorable
conditions or when PI is produced in abundance.
It is still unclear whether a similar master switch that regulates lipid production
is present in higher organisms. As a negative oil regulator, GL2 is a promising
candidate that may directly participate in the regulation of PL metabolism by regulating
the expression of multiple lipid metabolic enzymes.
GL2 is a well-studied homeodomain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP) TF, which is a
large family of TFs in plants. All HD-ZIP TFs contain a homeodomain-leucine zipper
DNA binding domain, a lipid binding START domain and a C terminal domain
(Nakamura et al., 2006). GL2 was first discovered as a transcriptional regulator in root
hair and trichome patterning in plants (Rerie et al., 1994; Masucci et al., 1996). Then
GL2 was shown to negatively regulate PLDζ1, a PA producing enzyme, by binding to
its promoter region and blocking its transcription (Ohashi et al., 2003), which was
considered to be one of the downstream mechanism of root hair patterning. Later, GL2
was shown to be a negative regulator of seed oil accumulation in Arabidopsis (Shen et
al., 2006). These discoveries about GL2 meet my expectation for a PL metabolism and
oil accumulation regulator. Therefore, GL2 is a good target for research on
transcriptional regulation of PL metabolism and seed oil accumulation in plants.
Our previous work has discovered the interaction between PA and GL2 (Bahn
et al., unpublished data). Whether this interaction is a mere coincidence or of biological
significance needs to be tested. The PA binding sequence is not well defined among
various PA interacting proteins, so the motif for PA binding in GL2 is unknown. Since
GL2 has multiple functions in different tissues, the PA binding ability may be of
different importance to different functions of GL2. Furthermore, the effect of PA
interacting on GL2’s cellular function needs to be evaluated. Comparing with Opi1p,
GL2 may share the common sequestration mechanism or have its unique regulation
mechanism by PA, such as the direct regulation of its function by PA.
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In a previous report, gl2 KO Arabidopsis seeds show 8% increase of oil content
(Shen et al., 2006). It is interesting to learn whether this increase comes from the release
of transcriptional inhibition of phospholipid/oil metabolism pathways by GL2 in seeds
or from the overall effect on plants by the complete KO of GL2. More importantly, to
introduce this high oil trait to real oil crops, KO is usually not available. RNA
interference (RNAi) is a feasible technique to generate seed-specific KD of GL2.
Camelina sativa is used in this study as an emerging new oil crop because of its
similarity with Arabidopsis, easy transformation, rapid growth and relatively high seed
oil content (Bansal and Durrett, 2015). A recent report suggests the GL2 regulated oil
accumulation through the seed coat mucilage (Shi et al., 2012), which consists of
mainly polysaccharide and is considered to be a specialized secondary cell wall
(Haughn and Western, 2012). By using seed (cotyledon and embryo) specific GL2
RNAi plants, I can answer the question that which part of the seeds, seed coat or the
embryo itself, does GL2 affect most in oil accumulation.
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RESULTS
Initial screen for lipid binding transcription factors
In order to identify a potential lipid metabolism and oil accumulation regulator, our lab
performed a small scale screening using some well-known oil-related TFs, including
GL2, MYB66 (WEREWOLF), FUS3 and two other MYB family members which
worked as controls to test if the lipid binding is an universal feature of the MYB family
(Bahn et al., unpublished data). I used lipid-protein overlay assay to test the binding
ability of these transcription factors with different lipid species. I found MYB66 (Yao
et al., 2013) and GL2 bound to negatively charged lipid species PS, PG and PA (Figure
1A). The interaction with PA was much stronger compared with other negatively
charged lipid species. The interaction of GL2 with PA was further confirmed by
liposome binding assay (Figure 1B). In this work I continued to study the significance
of the interaction between GL2 and PA.
The GL2-PA interaction sequence locates in the DNA binding domain
GL2 belongs to the HD-ZIP TF family, the members of which are predicted to have
three domains, the DNA binding domain, the lipid binding START domain and a Cterminal domain (Figure 2A). The DNA binding domain consists of a DNA-interacting
homeodomain and a zipper-loop-zipper (ZLZ) motif, which may be responsible for the
dimerization of GL2. Near the N-terminal of GL2 lies a classical basic residue rich
nuclear localization signal (NLS) -KRKRKK-.
According to the domain structure, fragments of GL2 cDNA, namely GL2-1
(DNA binding domain), GL2-2 (START domain) and GL2-3 (C-terminal domain),
were PCR amplified and cloned to pET-28a expression vector and expressed in E. coli
strain Rosetta (DE3). Proteins were successfully expressed and confirmed by western
blot (Figure 2B). The lipid-protein overlay assay showed that GL2-1 bound to all PA
species as strong as full length GL2, while GL2-2 and GL2-3 showed no significant
interaction with any of the PA species (Figure 2C).
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Figure 1. Small scale screening of PA interacting transcription factors. GL2 and FUS3
are known oil regulators, MYB66 (WEREWOLF) acts upstream of GL2. MYB1 and
MYB2 were used as general MYB family controls. For lipid-protein overlaying assay,
different Lipid species and metabolites were spotted on nitrocellulose membrane. The
membrane was blocked and incubated with each bacterial expressed protein, followed
by immunoblot. Dark purple spots represent strong interactions, while no spot/light
spots represent no/weaker interactions between lipid and protein. For liposome binding
assay, PC or PA/PC (3:1) liposomes were made by pushing lipid sheets through a
porous membrane. Protein was incubated with the liposomes and co-pulldown by
spinning and detected by western blot.
A) Screening of PA interacting transcription factors by lipid-protein overlaying assay.
B) Confirmation of GL2-PA interaction by liposome binding.
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Figure 2. Domain structure of GL2 and the first round deletion and binding analysis.
GL2 fragments were made according to its domain structure. The expression of protein
was confirmed by western blot. The binding fragment was determined by lipid-protein
overlaying assay.
A) Domain structure of GL2. GL2 is comprised of a DNA-binding domain, a START
domain and a C-terminal domain. The DNA-binding domain contains a NLS, a
homeodomain and a zipper-loop-zipper (ZLZ) type leucine zipper.
B) Western blot confirmation of expressed GL2 and fragments.
C) Lipid-protein overlaying assay. PC was used as lipid control, multiple PA species
were used.
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The DNA binding domain sequence of GL2 was analyzed. A region rich of
positively charged residues, including the NLS sequence, came to my attention
considering PA’s negatively charged head group. Four fragments were designed
accordingly (Figure 3A). Lipid-protein overlay assay showed that the NLS sequence
was not responsible for GL2-PA interaction. The PA binding region is in the second
half of the DNA binding domain (Figure 3B).
More fragments were made according to the distribution of arginines and
lysines with successive deletion of about 30 amino acid residues in each fragment
(Figure 4A). Fragments were expressed and confirmed (Figure 4B). The binding results
clearly indicate a change of binding ability from GL2-16 to GL2-17 (Figure 4C), which
suggests a key PA-interacting region is located between K174 and S208. This region
locates within the ZLZ motif in the DNA binding domain of GL2. Alignment with other
HD-ZIP TFs reflects some uniqueness for GL2 in this region (Figure 4D). This region
(KLREENKAMRESFSKANSSCPNCGGGPDDLHLENS) contains five positive
charged residues, which resembles a previously reported PA binding motif KR/RK…R
(Yao et al., 2013).
The GL2-PA interaction impairs the GL2-PLDζ1 promoter interaction
It is unexpected that the PA binding motif was mapped to the DNA binding domain of
GL2, rather than the proposed lipid binding START domain, which was shown to bind
and transport PC or cholesterol in mammals (Alpy and Tomasetto, 2014). The binding
location suggests a possible scenario of regulation that GL2-PA interaction may affect
GL2’s ability to work properly as a TF, specifically, dimerization and/or DNA-binding.
I tested the possibilities in vitro by gel mobility shift assay.
PLDζ1 is an established target of GL2. The GL2 binding sequence in the
promoter of PLDζ1 was determined in a previous study (Ohashi et al., 2003). I chose
to use the promoter region of PLDζ1 to study the impact of PA on GL2-DNA binding.
The promoter region of PLDζ1 containing the binding sequence was amplified by PCR
and incubated with GL2. PA or PC was added to test the effect of phospholipids on the
interaction. The mixtures were then subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis. The C110

Figure 3. Second round deletion of GL2 fragments and binding analysis. Fragments
were designed according to their relative position with the positively charged NLS.
A) Design of GL2 fragments. Yellow highlights represent positive charged residues.
Red block represent the determined PA binding region in Figure 4.
B) Lipid-protein overlaying assay. PC was used as lipid control, multiple PA species
were used.
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Figure 4. Third round deletion of GL2 fragments and binding analysis. Fragments were
designed according to the clusters of positively charged residues shown in Figure 3.
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A) Sequential deletion of GL2 by adding about 30 amino acids every fragment based
on GL2-12. Red block represent the determined PA binding region.
B) Western blot confirmation of GL2 fragments expression.
C) Lipid-protein overlaying assay. PC was used as lipid control, multiple PA species
were used.
D) The determined GL2-PA binding sequence and a multiple alignment of HD-ZIP
family TFs around this region. On the upper panel, red characters denote arginine and
lysine. The lower panel is a multiple alignment of HD-ZIP family TFs with color code.
The PA binding region containing the five positive residues was reverse colored to
highlight. Red character with yellow background: conserved residues; Green and blue
background: partially conserved residues or residues with similar property across
different family members; Green characters: residues have similar polarity with other
family members.
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terminal domain of GL2 (GL2C) was used as negative control. A strong interaction
between GL2 and DNA will result in the shift/smearing of the DNA band. The result
clearly showed that without lipids or when PC (200 μM and 40 μM) was added, GL2
was able to bind to the promoter region of PLDζ1 as smearing bands were shown.
However, when PA (200 μM and 40 μM) was added, the binding ability between GL2
and the promoter region of PLDζ1was completely abolished, resulting in a single clear
band as in the no protein control (Figure 5).
PC metabolic enzymes and TAG producing enzymes targeted by GL2 were
identified by chromatin immunoprecipitation
To determine whether GL2 directly regulates lipid metabolic genes besides PLDζ1, I
have conducted Chromatin-Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-realtime PCR (qPCR) assay
using Con:GL2-FLAG expressed specifically in seeds. Primers were designed
according to the predicted GL2 binding sequence in the promoter region of some PL
biosynthesis and TAG production enzymes (Table 1). The results showed that GL2
binds to the promoter region of many PC metabolic enzymes and TAG production
enzymes, including aminoalcoholphosphotransferase 1 (AAPT1), choline phosphate
cytidylyltransferase 1 (CCT1), choline kinase 4 (CK4), DAG acyltransferase 3
(DGAT3), phospholipid:DAG acyltransferase 1 (PDAT1), phosphatidic acid hydrolase
2 (PAH2), PLDζ1 and PLDζ2. Among these positively identified targets, some
differences between mock pulldown and actual data were statistically significant,
including CCT1, CK4, DGAT3, PDAT1 and PAH2 (Figure 6).
To complement the ChIP-qPCR assay, I performed gel mobility shift assay as
with PLDζ1 using the same promoter regions that were used in ChIP-qPCR. A noprotein control and GL2-C control were included. The results showed that GL2
interacted strongly with most of the potential target promoter region amplified by PCR
(Figure 7). In comparison, GL2 showed much weaker interaction with an irrelevant
DNA sequence (ubiquitin-10, UBQ-10), judging by the smearing width and sharpness
of the band. These results suggest that GL2 binds to the promoter regions with a
proposed binding motif in a specific manner in vitro.
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Figure 5. Effect of PA on GL2-PLDζ1 promoter binding. The promoter region of
PLDζ1 was amplified by PCR and incubated with GL2 or GL2-C fragment in the
presence of different concentration of PC or PA. The mixture was incubated at room
temperature for 30 min and resolved on a 1.2% agarose gel. Interactions between GL2
and PLDζ1 promoter were shown by the smearing of the DNA bands. Samples without
lipids or protein were used as positive and negative control, respectively.
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Table 1. Predicted GL2 binding sequence and primers for ChIP-qPCR
Potential GL2 binding sequences in the promoter region of lipid and oil metabolism
enzymes were predicted by AtCisDB (Yilmaz et al., 2011) or MatInspector (Cartharius
et al., 2005). The binding sequence of PLDζ1 was determined by experiment (Ohashi
et al., 2003). Capitalized characters were predicted core binding sequence.
LOCUS (-bp)

CIS-ELEMENT

Primer name

PRIMER SEQUENCE

AT1G13560

aaattagt

AAPT1-1F

TCAAATTGTAATATGCATTATGGGGTCT

AAPT1-1R

TTCTTTCTACAGCCGACAACA

AAPT2-1F

CCATGTCTTCTCGATTCCTCCT

AAPT2-1R

AGTTTAGGTAACGTGATTCGTCCT

PLDZ1-1F

AGTAGCTAACCATTGATTTGAGATTTG

PLDZ1-1R

CTCCCGGTTTACTCCGATAC

PLDZ2-1F

TGGCTACTTAGTCTGGGACAGT

PLDZ2-1R

TAACTCCCGTCTACCCTGCC

DGAT1-1F

GTCTGGAAATATATAACTGTGTTGGGT

DGAT1-1R

ACACCAACATTTCTATAGTCGGTTTT

DGAT2-2F

GTCCTTTGGCCCAATATTAGCTT

DGAT2-2R

AAAGAGCCCGACAAGGTTCA

DGAT3-1F

AAAATTCCTTCGCTTTCGGTGT

DGAT3-1R

AGCAGTGCCGGACCAAAAT

-173
AT3G25585

aaattaaa

-100
AT3G16785
-350
Experiment

taaatgtt

AT3G05630

aaattaaa

-288
AT2G19450

aaattaaa

-352
AT3G51520

taataatta

-123
AT1G48300

aaattagt

-662
AT5G13640
-171; -243
MatInspector

taacaaCAAAtgtaaaa

PDAT1-1F

AGGATTTTTCTTTGAAAACGAAATTTGA

ttataaTAAAtggatgt

PDAT1-1R

TCATGCAACAACAATACTAGTAGGC

At5g42870

aaattagt

PAH2-1F

CTCGACAGTTCCGTCCTTTCT

-754

actaattt

PAH2-1R

AGTGAGCTGGAAAGATTCCGT

At2g32260

aaattagt

CCT1-1F

TCTCCCATTTTCTTAGCAGTGTT

-1209

actaattt

CCT1-1R

GGAGCTAACTTGTTCCTGCAC

AT1G74320

aaattaaa

CEK2-1F

CAATTATTTGGATCTTCTGAAAATAGATGT

CEK2-1R

TGGCTGAGGAAATGAAGGACT

PEAMT2-1F

TGATTACAACGTTTGGTTGTTATTACT

PEAMT2-1R

ATGCTCCGAATGGCCAACTT

aaattagt

PEAMT2-3F

TCAACCAAGTTGTGGTCCAAAG

actaattt

PEAMT2-3R

GCGAACCACTTGACACTGCT

aaattaaa

CK3-2F

GTCTGACTCACTCACCGTCC

CK3-2R

ACCATAATCAGTTTTGCTTGTTTCTT

-78
At1g73600

aaattaaa

-773
-271

AT4G09760
-723
At1g80860

aaattaaa

PLMTF

CGATGATCGTAAACCCACTACAT

-195

actaattt

PLMTR

TGCCCAATACAATCATATGCTACAC

at2g26830

aaattaaa

CK4-1F

TCCCTAATTCCAAACTTGTACGG

CK4-1R

TTCCCTAATTCAACGCTTCCAT

-134
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Figure 6. ChIP-qPCR screening for GL2 regulating enzymes in lipid metabolism
pathways. The potential GL2-binding DNA sequences were predicted by multiple
online software (the majority was from AtcisDB). Primers were designed accordingly.
Seed specific GL2 OE siliques were harvested and cross-linked by 1% formaldehyde.
DNA was extracted and fragmented by sonication. After co-pulldown with GL2 by
anti-FLAG antibody or a mock anti-HA antibody, DNA fragments were recovered and
used as template for qPCR. Data were presented as percentage recovery of the input
sample. Values are means ±SD (n=3). * and ** mark differences between WT and
mutant at P<0.05 and at P<0.01, respectively, based on Student’s t-test.
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Figure 7. PA effect on GL2-PLDζ1 promoter interaction by gel mobility shift assay.
Purified GL2 or GL2-C and potential GL2-binding promoter regions were incubated at
room temperature for 30 min and then subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis. An
ubiquitin-10 fragment was used as the negative DNA control. Interactions between
GL2 and PLDζ1 promoter were shown by the smearing of the DNA bands when
incubated with GL2 but not GL2-C. The binding strength can be roughly judged by the
smearing width of the bands. (-: no protein; GL2: GL2 full length; GL2C: GL2 Cterminal fragment).
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Seed oil content of GL2 RNAi plants is increased compared with WT plants
Arabidopsis GL2 is encoded by locus At1g79840. The 301bp 5’ sequence, unique to
GL2, was cloned to pKannibal RNAi vector in sense and antisense directions, flanking
a PDK intron. The self-complementary cassette was first cloned to βConSoyHyg and
then further cloned to p35S-FAST vector, driven by seed specific promoter βConglycinin. Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 and Camelina sativa were transformed and
kanamycin resistant plants were recovered from plates. 18 independent transgenic lines
for Arabidopsis and 20 lines for Camelina were confirmed by PCR.
Seed oil content was measured by gas chromatography with flame ionization
detector (GC-FID). The results showed that several transgenic lines have higher oil
content than WT by as much as 16% of total oil (Figure 8A). The NMR oil analysis
results of Camelina showed a similar increase of oil content in some high oil GL2 RNAi
Camelina lines (Figure 8B).
To get an idea what metabolic pathways are affected by GL2 RNAi in high oil
lines, I analyzed the FA composition in these plants (Figure 8C). No consistent pattern
of change in FA composition was found, suggesting a complex regulation pathway may
be involved. I also analyzed the PL and GL composition in developing seeds of high
oil lines (Figure 9). No overt change in any specific lipid species was found.
The mucilage in the seed coat of GL2 RNAi plants was not affected
It is previously reported that gl2 KO plants have impaired seed coat mucilage
production, which contributes to seed oil production by channeling more carbon
resource to seeds (Shi et al., 2012). To my knowledge, the β-Conglycinin promoter
should not express in seed coat, since β-Conglycinin protein accumulates specifically
in cotyledon and embryo. To determine if the expression of βCON::GL2 RNAi affects
seed coat mucilage production, I checked the mucilage of GL2 RNAi seeds. In all the
seed-specific GL2 RNAi Arabidopsis and Camelina lines, no significant mucilage
defect was detected (Figure 10B and 10D) compared with WT (Figure 10A and 10C).
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Figure 8. Oil content and FA composition in GL2 seed specific RNAi seeds. GL2 senseantisense cassette was driven by pβConglycinin promoter and transformed to
Arabidopsis and Camelina. Seeds from Arabidopsis and Camelina (smashed first) were
directly transmethylated in methanol (with 1.5% H2SO4 and 0.01%BHT) and extracted
by hexane. Samples were loaded on GC to analyze FA content. Values are means ±SD
(n>5). * and ** mark differences between WT and mutant at P<0.05 and at P<0.01,
respectively, based on Student’s t-test.
A) Oil content in Arabidopsis GL2 RNAi seeds.
B) Oil content in Camelina GL2 RNAi seeds, scanned by NMR.
C) FA composition in Arabidopsis GL2 RNAi seeds.
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Figure 9. Lipid profiling of GL2 RNAi Camelina seeds. About 2-week-old Camelina
seeds were harvested and incubated in hot isopropanol to deactivate PLD. Total lipids
were extracted by 3 more extractions by chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v). Lipids were
dried and resuspended by chloroform and analyzed by LC-MS. Values are means ±SD
(n≥3). Three WT samples from different plants were used. Two samples from different
plants were used for each GL2 RNAi lines.
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Figure 10. Mucilage development in GL2 RNAi Arabidopsis and Camelina. Mucilage
was released by soaking seeds in 50mM EDTA. Then mucilage was stained by 0.01%
ruthenium red solution. The seeds were observed under stereo zoom microscopy.
A) Arabidopsis WT.
B) Arabidopsis GL2 RNAi (GL2R1-5).
C) Camelina WT.
D) Camelina GL2 RNAi (GL2R3-1).
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DISCUSSION
The interactions between PA and proteins have important biological functions. Many
such interactions were reported (ref). However, a common scheme for the function of
TF-PA binding is lacking. For instance, ABI1 is sequestered by PA from entering the
nucleus (Zhang et al., 2004), while the function of MYB66 (WEREWOLF) is
facilitated by PA (Yao et al., 2013). In the case of GL2, the PA binding region is within
the DNA binding domain, which may interfere with its normal function and thus is in
agreement with our hypothesis of PA’s inhibitory effect on GL2. I have shown that the
GL2-PA binding interrupts GL2-DNA binding per se. However, I cannot exclude the
possibility the GL2-PA interaction may also help sequester GL2 from entering the
nucleus without further study. The ChIP-qPCR and gel shift results suggest GL2 may
function as a general regulator in PC biosynthesis and seed oil accumulation.
PA negatively regulates GL2
GL2 shows some similar aspects with Opi1p, including the nature of negative regulator
and the ability to interact with PA, although the two TFs share little sequence similarity.
The current data show that GL2 binds to the promoter region of multiple enzymes in
PC biosynthesis and oil production in vitro and in vivo. On the other hand, GL2 and
Opi1p are also different in various aspects. First, plants are much more complex than
yeast. Different plant tissues may require different active lipid metabolism pathways.
Thus a more sophisticated regulation network is needed to regulate lipid production in
different tissues rather than a mere “on/off” switch in any tissue. On the other hand,
GL2 participates in many cellular regulation events, such as root hair and trichome
patterning, seed coat mucilage production as well as oil production. I are not completely
clear whether these cellular functions of GL2 are interrelated with each other or
relatively independent. Further studies may help clarify this question.
Despite the potential hindrance against defining GL2 as a master lipid regulator
in seeds, my work has clearly demonstrated that PA interrupts the DNA binding ability
of GL2, which may result from the disruption of GL2 dimerization or change of the
GL2 dimer conformation since the binding region locates in the leucine zipper region
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of GL2. I also found multiple potential targets of GL2 in PC biosynthesis and oil
production. I are not sure if the disruption of GL2-DNA binding is the only mechanism
that PA can inhibit GL2 function. In a pilot native PAGE experiment I added excessive
amounts of PA to GL2 and found that GL2 failed to migrate out of the well since PA
was also retained in the sampling well, which suggest the delocalization of GL2 may
play a role in PA-mediated inactivation of GL2, just like ABI1 (Zhang et al., 2004). On
the other hand, when excessive amount of PC was added, no band pattern change was
found, although PC was also retained in the sampling well. When reduced amount of
PA was added, I found the band pattern changed slightly compared with no lipid control,
although GL2 showed smeared band under both conditions. In comparison, GL2 Cterminal fragment showed a clear band on native PAGE gel. These preliminary results
suggest GL2 dimerization may not be completely disrupted by PA interaction. A
conformation change may be responsible for the disruption of GL2-DNA binding.
Further study is needed to test this hypothesis. I introduced point mutations of the five
positively charged residues to alanines in GL2 full protein in order to eliminate its PA
binding ability. However, none of the mutant GL2 protein, including those with single
mutation or combination of mutations, showed significant decreased PA binding ability.
It is possible that some non-canonical residues, other than arginine and lysine, are key
residues for GL2-PA interaction. It is also possible the higher structure between
different domains also contributes to the GL2-PA interaction. More studies need to be
done to elucidate the significance of GL2-PA binding at cellular level.
GL2 RNAi enhances oil content without disrupting seed coat mucilage
The seed specific knockdown of GL2 by RNAi successfully increased oil content in
both Arabidopsis and Camelina, supporting the role of GL2 as a negative regulator of
oil accumulation across different plant species.
GL2 is known to regulate seed coat mucilage formation by positively regulating
MUM4 (Western et al., 2004). The disruption of GL2 was reported to eliminate seed
coat mucilage, which was shown to have positive effect on oil content (Shi et al., 2012).
However, in the same article, the authors showed that interrupting seed coat mucilage
was not sufficient to increase oil. Only gl2/mum4 KO showed high oil phenotype. In
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addition, in the cross experiments, where crossed seeds (seed coat is gl2/gl2 and
embryo is GL2/gl2) seeds showed similar increased oil content with gl2 KO (both seed
coat and embryo are gl2/gl2), the possibility that embryo GL2 also controls oil
production was no fully eliminated, since seeds with the opposite genotype (seed coat
is GL2/GL2 or GL2/gl2 and embryo is gl2/gl2) were not used. It is very challenging, if
possible, to obtain such mutant seeds. However, I have shown that my GL2 RNAi
plants can readily be an alternative to test this hypothesis. In fact, my GL2 RNAi seeds
showed no mucilage defect, yet still showed higher oil content than WT. In an attempt
to study the different effects of my GL2 RNAi construct on seed coat and embryo, I
found the transcript level of GL2 did not decrease in seed coat in high oil Camelina
lines, consistent with the mucilage staining result. Unfortunately, GL2 transcript level
in embryo could not be detected due to the high primer background. My results suggest
that GL2 may have two roles in different tissues to inhibit oil production, e.g. carbon
partitioning in the seed coat and direct regulation of oil production in the embryo. It is
even possible MUM4 itself is a negative effector in oil production. Further study on the
global transcription pattern change in GL2 mutant seeds, such as RNA-seq, may help
elucidate the exact mechanism underlying GL2’s function in oil production.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials and growth conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana WT (Col-0) was obtained from ABRC (Ohio State University).
GL2 RNAi lines were generated by cloning the 301-bp (1-301 bp) ORF of GL2 in sense
(by

5’-AAGCGCTCGAGATGAAGTCGATCGATGGCTG-3’

AAGCGGGTACCCTGATCTGGATCTCGTGGG-3’)

and

antisense

(by

and

AAGCGTCTAGAATGAAGTCGATCGATGGCTG-3’
AAGCGAAGCTTCTGATCTGGATCTCGTGGG-3’)

and

directions

to

5’5’5’-

the

RNA

interference vector pKannibal (into the XhoI and KpnI sites for the sense fragment, and
XbaI and HindIII sites for the antisense fragment), and then the sense-antisense dsRNA
GL2 cassette was cloned into the sub-cloning vector βConSoyHyg by enzyme digestion
to get seed specific pβConglycinin promoter. The promoter and the dsRNA cassette
were then further cloned to expression vector p35S-FAST, followed by agrobacteriamediated transformation of Arabidopsis and Camelina. For screening, Arabidopsis and
Camelina seeds were surface-sterilized by 70% (v/v) ethanol and 50% (v/v) bleach
solution, followed by sterilized water wash (3-6 times). The sterilized seeds were then
spread and germinated on a ½MS plate with proper antibiotics. For transplanting, 1- to
2-week-old seedlings (or until true leaves appeared) from plates were transferred to soil
in 5 inch pots, with up to 4 plants per pot for Arabidopsis, or one plant per pot for
Camelina. Plants were grown under 16 h 22°C light/8h 18°C dark period in a plant
growth chamber.

Lipid-protein overlaying assay
Nitrocellulose membrane was cut into thin-long strips. For each strip, different lipid
species (~1μg) were spotted separately and dried at room temperature for 1 hour. The
lipid strips were blocked with 2.5% fatty acid-free BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS#: 904846-8) at room temperature for 1 hour. Primers were designed according to the DNA
sequence at the junction of GL2 fragments, which were cloned to bacteria expression
vector pET-28a. GL2 fragments were then expressed in Rosetta (DE3) and purified by
Ni-NTA beads (Bio-Rad). The purified recombinant His-tagged proteins were diluted
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in Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST, 10mM Tris-HCl, 140mM NaCl and 0.1%
Tween 20) and incubated with the lipid strips at 4°C overnight with gentle shaking.
The strips were then washed with TBST and incubated with anti-his conjugated with
alkaline phosphatase (1:1000 in TBST, Sigma-Aldrich, Cat.#: A5588) at room
temperature for 1 hour. The strips were then washed and color development was done
by adding 1ml diluted AP substrates.

Liposome binding assay
18:1 PC alone or 18:1 PC/18:1 PA mixed in a molar ratio of 3:1 was dissolved in
chloroform and dried under nitrogen gas. Lipids were rehydrated in 250 mM raffinose,
25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, and 1 mM DTT for 1 h at 42°C, and then extruded repeatedly
by a liposome extruder through a polycarbonate membrane (0.2-µm pore size), to
produce an optically clear suspension of small unilamellar liposomes according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Avanti). Liposomes were diluted with three volumes of
binding buffer (25 mM HEPES, 125 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT,
0.5 mM pheylmethylsulfonyl fluoride), harvested by centrifugation at 100,000g for 40
min, and resuspended in binding buffer to generate a stock with a final lipid
concentration of 3.2 mM. For each protein binding assay, two concentrations of
liposomes, 320 nmol and 32 nmol, were incubated with protein solution for 45 min at
room temperature with gentle shaking. The mixture with no liposome added was used
as a negative control. Liposomes were pelleted at 14,000g for 30 min, washed twice
with binding buffer, and pelleted again. Both liposome-bound proteins and proteins in
the supernatants were detected by immunoblotting with mouse monoclonal antipolyHis antibodies conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich).

Gel mobility shift assay
A simplified gel mobility shift assay was used. Briefly, 0.6 μg of GL2 or GL2C
(according to a pilot titration experiment) fragment was incubated with potential target
DNA sequences. Equal amount of non-specific competitor (poly dI-dC) was also added
to reduce non-specific protein-DNA interaction. The mixture was subjected to agarose
gel electrophoresis and a shift/smearing of the DNA band can be observed if there is
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interaction between protein and DNA. An irrelevant DNA sequence (ubiquitin-10,
UBQ-10) was used as a negative DNA control.
To test the effect of PA on GL2-DNA interaction, sonicated PA or PC at the
final concentration of 200 μM and 40 μM were added to and co-incubated with the
GL2-PLDζ1 promoter DNA mixture before running the mixture on the agarose gel.

ChIP-qPCR assay
A chromatin immunoprecipitation method was adapted from the EpiQuik Plant ChIP
kit (Epigentek). Briefly, 1 g plants material (in this case I used whole siliques from GL2
seed specific OE Arabidopsis) were harvested in a 50 ml conical tube and washed twice.
1% formaldehyde solution was then added and vacuum was applied to facilitate the
infiltration. Add glycine to a final concentration of 0.125 M to quench the crosslinking.
The plant material were homogenized and filtered through miracloth (EMD Millipore).
The solution was centrifuged and nuclei were collected. The nuclei were lysed and the
recovered chromatin was sonicated, followed by immunoprecipitation (Anti-FLAG tag
antibody for GL2). The nucleic acid was recovered and saved for further analysis.
Primers were designed according to the predicted GL2 binding motif, by online
cis-element prediction tools, mainly AtCisDB (Yilmaz et al., 2011), in the promoter
region of selected genes. qPCR was performed on a MyiQ real-time PCR detection
system (Bio Rad). SYBR green dye was used to detect the synthesis of PCR product.
PCR conditions were as follows: 95°C 3 min for 1 cycle; 95°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s,
and 72°C for 30s for 40 cycles; final extension is 72°C for 10 min, followed by melting
curve analysis. The primers used in qPCR were listed in Table 1.

Oil content and FA composition analysis
For oil analysis, 2-3 mg dried Arabidopsis seeds or 5 Camelina dry seeds (~5-6 mg)
were used. A lab standard transmethylation-GC analysis method was used (Li et al.,
2013). Briefly, Arabidopsis and Camelina seeds were placed in glass tubes with Teflonlined screw caps. 1.5 mL of methanol with 1.5% H2SO4 and 0.01% butylated
hydroxytoluene was added. For Camelina, the seeds need to be smashed for better
transmethylation efficiency. The samples were incubated for 1 h at 90°C water bath for
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oil extraction and transmethylation. Fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) were extracted
with

hexane. FAMEs were

quantified

using

gas

chromatography

on

a

SUPELCOWAX-10 (0.25 mm × 30 m) column with helium as a carrier gas at 20 mL
min−1 and detection by flame ionization. The oven temperature was maintained at
170°C for 1 min and then ramped to 210°C at 3°C min−1. FAMEs from TAG were
identified by comparing their retention times with FAMEs in a standard mixture.
Heptadecanoic acid (17:0) was used as the internal standard to quantify the amounts of
individual fatty acids. Fatty acid composition is expressed in mole percentage.
For NMR oil analysis, ~0.3 g seeds were used. Seeds need to be pre-cleaned to
get rid of unwanted plant materials. When prompted, Camelina oil was used to calibrate
the NMR machine. Oil content was determined by inserting the probe that contains the
seeds into the machine and scanned automatically.

Lipid extraction and analysis
Polar lipids were extracted and analyzed by a liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry (LC-MS)-based method as described before (Welti et al., 2002). Briefly,
fresh tissues (Camelina seeds one week after flowering) were collected and immersed
in hot (75°C) isopropanol for 15 min to inactivate PLD activity. Then 3 more
extractions using chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v, with 0.01% butylated hydroxytoluene,
BHT) were performed and the 4 extracts were combined. After extractions by 1M KCl
and H2O, lipids phase were dried under nitrogen gas. The result lipids were diluted and
directly injected to LC-MS (API 4000) detection system and data were processed by
Analyst 1.5.1 and Microsoft EXCEL.

Seed mucilage staining
A ruthenium red method was used to stain the seed coat mucilage. Briefly, Arabidopsis
and Camelina seeds were pre-incubated with 50mM EDTA for 2 hours before staining.
The solution was then replaced by 0.01% ruthenium red solution and stained for 1 hour.
The staining solution was then replaced by deionized water and the seeds were
observed under an Amscope stereo microscope.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Perspective

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions of this work are as follows:
1. AAPT1 and AAPT2 are essential to plant reproduction and growth. The deficiency
of AAPTs by KO or RNAi led to embryonic lethality and growth defect.
2. AAPT1 is more important to phospholipid production in vegetative tissues than
AAPT2, while AAPT1 and AAPT2 have similar effect on seed lipid and oil content,
which is in agreement with the expression profile of AAPT1 and AAPT2 in different
tissues.
3. PC level is maintained by multiple pathways, including indirect conversion of other
lipids to PC by the degradation and reproduction, potential PE/PC head group exchange,
conversion of PI to PC through lysoPC, methylation of lysoPE and altered PC
degradation and reproduction pathways.
4. AAPTs prefer producing PC than PE in vivo, as indicated by the much quicker radio
labeling of PC than PE. The labeling experiment also confirmed the relative
contribution of AAPT1 is higher than AAPT2 in vegetative tissues.
5. AAPTs have positive effect on seed oil accumulation. AAPT deficient plants showed
consistent decreased oil content and increased long-chain FA content, while AAPT
seed specific OE promoted oil production in Arabidopsis and Camelina.
6. GL2 interacts with PA, the binding region is within the DNA binding domain. The
interaction between PA and the leucine zipper motif in GL2 may potentially interrupt
GL2’s normal function by inhibit its dimerization.
7. The GL2-PA interaction interrupts GL2’s DNA binding ability. This kind of action
of PA on TF function has not been reported before, which may be another common
scheme of PA signaling.
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8. GL2 interacts with the promoter region of multiple enzymes in PC biosynthesis
pathway and oil production, making GL2 a strong candidate of master lipid regulator
in plants.
9. Seed specific GL2 RNAi increases oil content without disrupting seed coat mucilage,
suggesting GL2 may play multiple roles in different tissues. Suppression of GL2 may
promote oil production by affecting both carbon partitioning and lipid/oil metabolism
directly.

SIGNIFICANCE AND PERSPECTIVE
Plant lipids and oils are crucial materials to every aspect in our life. They are the major
source of calories, due to the much more condensed energy they can store compared
with sugars and proteins. Moreover, they are a rich source of essential nutrients for
human health, such as polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). Plant lipids are also
renewable industrial materials to partially replace crude oil in producing fuels, plastics,
inks and many other important commodities. One of my major goal in this research is
to increase seed oil accumulation in plants, which will reduce the cost of producing
these renewable materials, thus reducing the reliance on fossil fuels. My work will
contribute to the field per se and potentially benefit the whole human society in the
long run.
The first two parts of this work deal primarily with the biological importance
of AAPTs and the Kennedy pathway in plant development and seed oil accumulation,
in light of the different utilization of this pathway in yeast and mammals. The direct
product PC is in the center of this study because it is the most abundant eukaryotic
membrane lipid and is deeply involved in TAG production. My current results show
that PC is very important to plants, since its homeostasis is strictly regulated. In
addition, further decreased AAPTs expression level by AAPT RNAi causes growth
defect, which may result from the disruption of phospholipid homeostasis. By studying
the different substrate preferences and cellular functions of AAPT1 and AAPT2, I have
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gained more knowledge on the evolution of these PC producing enzymes and their
division of work in different tissues and under different environmental conditions. The
success in increasing oil content by overexpressing AAPTs in the seed of Arabidopsis
and Camelina confirms the involvement of PC biosynthesis in oil production,
suggesting the manipulation of the Kennedy pathway as a whole may be the key to
further increase oil content.
The results from my work clearly showed that the Kennedy pathway is
indispensable in producing two important eukaryotic membrane lipids, PC and PE,
which is not surprising due to the uniqueness of their production in plants (Figure 3,
Chapter 1). The maintained PC level in all the AAPT deficient lines reemphasize the
important role it plays in the eukaryotic membranes. It is possible that plants can sense
the cellular PC level and coordinate their growth according to the available PC. This
discovery may open a whole new field by further study of the relationship between PC
and plant growth.
The third part of this work characterized the PA-GL2 interaction and tested the
functional significance of the interaction, especially in the PL metabolism and seed oil
accumulation. According to the discoveries from this study, PA negatively regulates
GL2 by affecting its DNA binding ability, which has never been reported before. This
effect could be a general regulatory mechanism for many other TFs, considering the
potential distribution and production of PA on nuclear membranes. Thus PA may be
defined as a universal transcriptional messenger in plants, and the possible PA signaling
pathways can be further expanded.
In addition, the discovery of GL2’s targets in vivo and in vitro can help us
establish GL2 as a key transcriptional regulator in PL metabolism and oil production
in seeds. The direct interaction between GL2 and the promoters of multiple lipid/oil
metabolism genes strongly suggests GL2 may function as a master lipid metabolism
regulator. PA may work as a feedback inhibitor of GL2 in this regulation network.
More work need to be done to elucidate the detailed mechanism of GL2 regulated lipid
production. It is also interesting to know whether and how PA regulates other functions
of GL2, such as root hair patterning and mucilage production.
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Put together, the work of AAPTs and GL2 are interrelated in that the importance
of the Kennedy pathway and PC in TAG formation is reemphasized. AAPTs represent
the regulation at the enzyme level, while GL2 represents the regulation at the
transcription level. The knowledge combined from this research will help us understand
the big question of how phospholipid metabolism and oil accumulation are regulated,
which will eventually benefit our effort of generating super-oil-producing plants.
In addition to test the effect of single gene on oil accumulation, stacking of
genes in different steps of the lipid/oil metabolism pathway is a promising way to
further increase oil content. Since AAPTs were generally not considered to be the
bottleneck in PC biosynthesis, the co-expression of CK and CCT with AAPTs may
result in higher PC and oil production. More interestingly, according to the current
knowledge, WRI1 controls the flux of carbon from glycolysis to lipid biosynthesis at
upstream, while GL2 regulates PC metabolism and oil accumulation at downstream.
As the complementary part of each other, it will be quite interesting to test how well
the combination of these two TFs will do in oil production. A simplified scheme of PC
and oil production pathways under the regulation of GL2 is summarized in Figure 1.
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FIGURES AND LEGEND

Figure 1. A model of GL2 as a master switch in PC biosynthesis and oil accumulation.
GL2 may directly regulate PC biosynthesis and seed oil production by regulating
multiple enzymes in these pathways. I have found the potential GL2 targets, including
CK, CCT, AAPT, DGAT, PDAT, PAH and PLDζ2, together with the previously
known PLDζ1 (Ohashi et al., 2003). Cho: choline; P-Cho: phosphocholine; CDP-Cho:
CDP-choline; PA: Phosphatidic acid; PC: Phosphatidylcholine; DAG: diacylglycerol;
TAG:

triacylglycerol;

CK:

choline

kinase;

CCT:

choline-phosphate

cytidylyltransferase; AAPT: aminoalcoholphosphotransferase; PAH: Phosphatidic
acid hydrolase; PLD: Phospholipase D; PDAT: Phospholipids:DAG acyltransferase;
DGAT: DAG acyltransferase.
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